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UN MENSAJE DEL PRESIDENTE por Stafford DeCambra, CEC, CCE, CCA, AAC

En busca de la perfección
¡Aloha, amigos! Las Olimpiadas de
Invierno 2018, que se celebraron el mes
pasado en Corea del Sur, me llevaron a
pensar en la competencia en general, y en
especial en aquella que se da en la industria
culinaria. Los competidores de todo tipo
y de diversas disciplinas tienen esto en
común: en primer lugar, la voluntad de
ganar, seguida de un reconocimiento del
privilegio que supone estar en el campo de
la competencia. Son dedicados, apasionados
y sumamente hábiles. Los competidores
son tenaces, llevan a cabo las mismas tareas
una y otra vez en busca de la perfección.
Finalmente, y quizás este sea su rasgo más
importante, tienen un enorme deseo de
alcanzar el menor desempeño de su vida.
He competido durante gran parte de mi
carrera culinaria, y aunque compartía aquél
hambre de victoria, descubrí que el premio
más valioso era la educación. Creo que
todos los competidores están de acuerdo en
que las críticas de los jueces, aquellas que
les permiten conocer sus puntos fuertes y
débiles y, lo que es más importante, cómo
mejorar, son invaluables. Los jueces son
profesionales avezados de la industria
que ofrecen su tiempo como voluntarios
para ayudar a las próximas generaciones
de culinarios a perfeccionar su arte... ¡un
obsequio increíble!
Si bien hay quienes creen que hace
falta estar en una determinada etapa
de la carrera para comenzar a competir
(establecido en una buena posición con un
alto nivel de habilidades y el tiempo, la
flexibilidad y los fondos suficientes), eso
simplemente no es cierto. He escuchado
incontables historias de personas que
terminaron representando a ACF o a
los Estados Unidos en competencias
internacionales y que comenzaron a
competir por el estímulo de un instructor
mientras aún eran estudiantes. Sí, implica
hacer malabarismos entre las tareas
escolares, las prácticas y, a menudo, un
trabajo, pero piense en las recompensas.
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El éxito de cualquier equipo o competidor
individual depende de los instructores,
entrenadores y asesores, así que si
usted se dedica a esto, sepa que está
desempeñando un papel fundamental en la
vida de otra persona.
Hay muchas oportunidades para
competir dentro de ACF... Simplemente vea
la lista de las competencias que se llevarán
a cabo este mes y el mes siguiente en el
sitio web. Nuestras delegaciones tienen
una fuerte participación en la competencia
y los miembros que las integran ofrecen
su tiempo voluntariamente. Los miembros
mayores recuerdan a las personas que los
ayudaron a comenzar, y los más jóvenes
saben que están invirtiendo en el futuro.
Los jueces de las competencias se toman su
tarea en serio, sabiendo que sus cuidadosas
críticas ayudarán a los competidores a
mejorar sus habilidades. Como juez,
he encontrado una enorme satisfacción
al ayudar a la próxima generación de
competidores a alcanzar el éxito.
ACF ha celebrado eventos culinarios
desde enero, y hemos honrado a los
ganadores del noreste y sudeste en las
categorías de Chef del año, Chef pastelero
del año, Estudiante de cocina del año y
el Campeonato nacional de estudiantes
en Chef Connect: Charlotte en febrero.
Honraremos a los ganadores de las
regiones central y oeste en Chef Connect:
Newport Beach más adelante este mes.
Los ganadores de las cuatro regiones
competirán por premios nacionales en
la convención nacional y el espectáculo
Cook. Craft. Create. de ACF en el mes
de julio en Nueva Orleans. Ya sea que
ganen o pierdan, todos los competidores
merecen nuestra admiración por el tiempo
y el esfuerzo que dedican a la preparación.
Y les garantizo que estarán de acuerdo en
que valió la pena el esfuerzo.
Además, este mes, del 8 al 16 de
marzo, las ramas militares de los EE.
UU. competirán en el 43º Ejercicio de
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entrenamiento culinario en conjunto en Fort
Lee, Virginia. Y los miembros del equipo
ACF Culinary Team USA de 2020 están
trabajando arduamente para prepararse
para el evento Internationale Kochkunst
Ausstellung (IKA) en Stuttgart, Alemania,
que se celebrará del 14 al 19 de febrero
de 2020 (observar el cambio de fecha y
lugar del evento). He tenido la suerte de
competir en el IKA muchas veces, y espero
poder presenciar el trabajo del equipo
ACF Culinary Team USA en Stuttgart.
Ver a equipos y personas compitiendo
en la escena internacional es asombroso
e inspirador, y debemos estar orgullosos
de tener a estos chefs en representación
de nuestro oficio y nuestra industria.
Son dedicados, altamente disciplinados,
motivados y perseverantes incluso ante
los contratiempos. Adquirieron muchos
de estos atributos de sus colegas de ACF:
maestros, entrenadores, mentores, asesores
y jueces de competencias.
Me encanta participar como juez
en competencias culinarias y me siento
privilegiado cada vez que me invitan a
una. Ver a los competidores dar lo mejor
de sí mismos en busca de la perfección es
una verdadera lección de humildad. Han
soportado pasar mucho tiempo lejos de
sus seres queridos, han dormido poco y
han pasado muchas horas solitarias en la
cocina... Sin mencionar que han gastado
su propio dinero para alcanzar sus metas.
Hay que admirarlos, estén donde estén en el
camino de la competencia.
Acompañe a sus colegas en Chef
Connect: Newport Beach, del 18 al 20 de
marzo, y en la convención nacional y el
espectáculo Cook.Craft.Create. de ACF,
del 15 al 19 de julio en Nueva Orleans,
para disfrutar de la competencia. Nos
vemos allí. ¡Aloha! 
PARA COMUNICARSE CON STAFFORD DECAMBRA, ENVÍE UN
MENSAJE A sdecambra@acfchefs.net

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE by Stafford DeCambra, CEC, CCE, CCA, AAC

In Pursuit of Perfection
Aloha, friends! The 2018 Winter
Olympics in South Korea last month got
me thinking about competition in general
and culinary competition in particular.
Competitors of all kinds and in various
disciplines have this in common: first,
a will to win, followed by a recognition
of what a privilege it is to be in the
competition arena. They are dedicated,
passionate and enormously skillful.
Competitors are tenacious, performing
the same tasks over and over again in
the pursuit of perfection. Finally, and
perhaps most importantly, they have
an overwhelming desire to produce the
performance of a lifetime.
I have competed for much of my
culinary career, and although I shared that
hunger to win, I discovered that the most
valuable prize was an education. I think
every competitor agrees that the judges’
critiques, where you learn your strong
and weak points and, most importantly,
how you can improve, is priceless. Judges
are seasoned industry professionals who
volunteer their time to help the next
generations of culinarians perfect their
craft—what an incredible gift.
Although some think that you must
be at a certain stage in your career to start
competing—established in a good position
with a high skill level and enough time,
flexibility and funds—that simply isn’t
true. I’ve heard countless stories from
those who ended up representing ACF
or the U.S. in international competition
who began competing because of an
instructor’s encouragement while still
in school. Yes, it means juggling school
work, practices and, often, a job, but
think of the rewards. The success of any
team or individual competitor depends on
instructors, coaches and advisors, so if you
are one, please know that you are playing
a vital part in someone’s life.

There are many opportunities to
compete within ACF—just look at
the competitions taking place this
month and next listed on the website.
Our chapters are heavily involved
in competition and chapter members
willingly volunteer their time. Older
members remember the people who
helped them get started, and younger
ones know they are investing in the
future. Competition judges take the task
seriously, knowing that their careful
critiques will help competitors improve
their skills. As a judge, I have found
extreme satisfaction in helping the next
generation of competitors succeed.
ACF regional culinary salons have
been taking place since January, and we
honored the Northeast and Southeast
winners for Chef of the Year, Pastry Chef
of the Year, Student Chef of the Year and
Student Team National Championship
at Chef Connect: Charlotte in February.
We’ll honor Central and Western winners
at Chef Connect: Newport Beach later this
month. The winners of all four regions
will compete for national awards at Cook.
Craft.Create. ACF National Convention
& Show in July in New Orleans. Win
or lose, all the competitors deserve our
admiration for the time and effort they
expend in preparation. And I guarantee
they’ll agree it was worth the effort.
Also this month, March 8-16,
branches of the U.S. military compete
in the 43rd Annual Joint Culinary
Training Exercise at Fort Lee, Virginia.
And, members of the 2020 ACF
Culinary Team USA national team
are hard at work practicing for the
Internationale Kochkunst Ausstellung
(IKA) in Stuttgart, Germany, Feb. 1419, 2020 (note change of venue and
date). I’ve been fortunate to compete
at the IKA many times, and I look

forward to witnessing ACF Culinary
Team USA do so in Stuttgart. To see
teams and individuals competing on the
international stage is awe-inspiring, and
we should be proud to have these chefs
representing our craft and our industry.
They are dedicated, disciplined to the
extreme, driven and persevere even
in the face of setbacks. They learned
many of those attributes from their ACF
colleagues—teachers, coaches, mentors,
advisors and competition judges.
I enjoy judging culinary competitions
and feel privileged to be asked to do so.
It’s humbling to see competitors give
their all as they pursue perfection. They
have endured time away from loved ones,
sleep deprivation and many lonely hours
in the kitchen—not to mention spending
their own money—to reach their goals.
They are to be admired, wherever they
are on the competition journey.
Please join your colleagues at Chef
Connect: Newport Beach, March 18-20,
and Cook.Craft.Create. ACF National
Convention & Show, July 15-19, in New
Orleans, to enjoy the competitions. See
you there. Aloha! 
Contact Stafford DeCambra at sdecambra@acfchefs.net

acfchefs.org
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front burner industry news

industry news
Fruit news
The California Avocado Commission (CAC) has announced the 2018 crop forecast: 374.6 million
pounds of avocados. The total nearly doubles the yield of last year’s crop. The crop forecast comes
after a series of weather events, including the Lilac fire in Riverside county and the Thomas fire
in Ventura and Santa Barbara counties. To support the 2018 crop, CAC will continue its “Made of
California” marketing campaign. Marketing plans for targeted customers will be a focus, and CAC has
a full slate of programs in development.
Research from The Blueberry Council offers a better understanding of the culinary opportunities of
blueberries on menus. With taste being the #1 reason why
blueberries are popular with consumers, more chefs are moving
them outside traditional sweet applications and into more savory areas of the menu.
•
•
•
•
•
•

9 in 10 foodservice operators believe blueberries are well-suited for savory food prep
38% of foodservice operators think blueberries are a good fit in savory marinades and sauces
1 in 5 foodservice operators think blueberries are a good fit for main entrees
52% of consumers believe that blueberries make menu items more appealing
57% of consumers say blueberries make meals more enjoyable
62% of consumers strongly agree that blueberries are great in many ways beyond breakfast and dessert
The National Mango Board invites chefs and restaurant operators to keep menus on trend with flavorful, colorful,
multipurpose mangos. The National Restaurant Association’s What’s Hot 2018 Culinary Forecast names housemade
condiments, artisan pickles and ethnic condiments as three of the top 10 food trends this year. Fresh mango
integrates easily into condiments and encourages endless creativity. Recent mango menu research from Datassential
notes that mango salsas are one of the most popular ways operators use the fruit as a condiment. Mango chutneys
and vinaigrettes are also featured on menus, as are relishes.

JBF announces 2018 America’s
Classics awards
The James Beard Foundation (JBF) has
announced the five recipients of its 2018
America’s Classics award, given to restaurants
that have timeless appeal and are cherished
for quality food that reflects the character of
the community. To qualify, establishments
must have been in existence at least 10 years and be locally owned. The
2018 James Beard Foundation America’s Classics Award recipients are:
• Sun Wah, 5039 N. Broadway St., Chicago—Kelly Cheng, Laura Cheng and
Michael Cheng, owners
• Galleria Umberto, 289 Hanover St., Boston—Paul Deuterio and Ralph
Deuterio, owners
• Los Hernandez, 3706 Main St., Union Gap, Washington—Felipe
Hernandez, owner
• El Guero Canelo, 5201 S. 12th Ave., Tucson, Arizona—Daniel Contreras, owner
• Dong Phuong Bakery, 14207 Chef Menteur Highway, New Orleans—Linh
Tran Garza, owner
This year’s winners will be celebrated at the annual James Beard Foundation
Awards Gala, May 7, at the Lyric Opera of Chicago.
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Enter here
Professional chefs and students
currently enrolled in a culinary school
program have until March 31 to enter
Crave Brothers Farmstead Cheese
Professional Chefs Recipe Contest.
For a chance to win the $2,500 first
prize, submit an original recipe featuring Crave Brothers Fresh
Mozzarella or Crave Brothers Mascarpone. The second-place
winner will receive $2,000, and the third-place prize is a Crave
Brothers cooler tote with a selection of Crave Brothers Farmstead
Classics Cheeses and a cutting board. Professionals and students
are invited to submit recipes suitable for adding to their menus
or being featured as menu specials. Side dish (including
salads) and entree recipes that incorporate Crave Brothers Fresh
Mozzarella and/or Crave Brothers Mascarpone and dessert recipes
that feature Crave Brothers Mascarpone are eligible. Contestants
may enter more than one recipe. Judges will be looking for the
most innovative and creative recipes with the best flavor. Email
entries to Beth Crave at beth@cravecheese.com by midnight,
March 31. Contest winners will be announced May 18.

Read This!
The Fruit Forager’s
Companion: Ferments,
Desserts, Main Dishes, and
More from Your Neighborhood
and Beyond

The Healthy Jewish Kitchen:
Fresh Contemporary Recipes
for Every Occasion
(Sterling Epicure,
2017), by Paula Shoyer

Norman Van Aken’s Florida
Kitchen
(University Press
of Florida, 2017), by
Norman Van Aken

(Chelsea Green
Publishing, 2018), by
Sara Bir

The Fruit Forager’s Companion is a how-to
guide devoted to the secret sweet bounty
just outside the front door and ripe for the
taking, from familiar apples and oranges to
lesser-known pawpaws and mayhaws. Learn
foraging basics and gathering and growing
techniques. The nearly 100 recipes include
Meyer lemon kimchi, habanero crabapple
jelly, pawpaw lemon curd and fermented
cranberry relish.

The Healthy Jewish Kitchen takes Jewish
holiday and everyday cooking to a whole
new level. More than 80 recipes put a
contemporary spin on old favorites with
fresh, natural and seasonal ingredients,
many that are gluten-free and vegan. For
example, coleslaw is made with mango
puree rather than mayonnaise and chicken
schnitzel has a nut crust and is baked rather
than fried. Recipes include both Sephardic
and Ashkenazic Jewish classics as well as
American and international trends.

CIA offers degreecompletion program
The road to a rewarding
career in the food and
hospitality industries is
shorter for career changers
and college students, who
can now use college credits
already earned to speed
up the path to a bachelor’s
degree from The Culinary
Institute of America (CIA), Hyde Park, New York.
The program is designed for motivated students
who have at least 30 eligible transfer credits
earned at another college. Students will gain field
experience during a three-credit internship and
have an opportunity to participate in the CIA’s
semester-away academic concentrations. Transfer
and life-achievement credits can also be applied
to the completion of a bachelor of science in
hospitality management. For more information or an
application, visit www.ciachef.edu/cia-admissions.

Norman Van Aken’s Florida Kitchen has been
named “Best Local Cuisine Book in the USA”
in the 2018 Gourmand World Cookbook
Awards. The book will now compete in its
category against other countries for the honor
of “Best in the World,” May 26-27 in Yantai,
China. The book embraces the richness of
Florida’s culinary landscapes with recipes
that include Key lime beignets; cornbreadstuffed quail with strawberry/ancho/guava jam
and sweet-and-sour parsnips; “Spanglish”
tortillas with hash browns, creamed spinach
and serrano ham; pork stew with raisins,
tamarind, plantains and chilies; and loaded
cracked conch po’boys.

NRA and NRAEF names boards
The National Restaurant Association (NRA) has announced
officers for its 2018 board of directors, as follows:
• Chair—Jay Stieber, executive vice president/general
counsel, Lettuce Entertain You Enterprises, Chicago
• Vice chair—Joe Essa, president/CEO, Wolfgang Puck Worldwide, Beverly
Hills, California
• Treasurer—Melvin Rodrigue, president/CEO, Galatoire’s Restaurants, New Orleans
and Baton Rouge, Louisiana
In addition, the NRA added the following members to its board: Norman Abdallah,
chief executive officer, Del Frisco’s Restaurant Group, Southlake, Texas; Mike Axiotis,
president, Lehigh Valley Restaurant Group, Allentown, Pennsylvania; Genna Gent, vice
president, U.S. Government Relations, McDonald’s Corporation, Washington, D.C.; and
Steve Johnson, president/CEO, HMSHost Corp., Bethesda, Maryland.
The National Restaurant Association Educational Foundation (NRAEF) has announced
officers for its 2018 board of trustees, as follows:
• Chair—Sam Facchini, co-founder/co-owner, Metro Pizza, Las Vegas
• Vice chair—Geoff Hill, managing director, Roark Capital Group, Atlanta
• Treasurer—Stan Harris, president/CEO, Louisiana Restaurant Association,
Metairie, Louisiana
In addition, the NRAEF added the following members to its board: Roger Kaplan,
founder, RK iNNOVATION, Dallas; and Curtis Wilson, vice president/general manager—
National Client Group, American Express Company, New York
acfchefs.org
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dining well—
Known for its marine recreation and shopping
opportunities, Newport Beach is gaining a
culinary reputation. // By Deborah Grossman

D

ining in Newport Beach is a culinary journey. From a beachside setting in a state park to a
Japanese-inflected cocktail omakase tasting experience, the town presents many food and
drink choices. The menus here travel well beyond beach fare.
With about 490 eating establishments, Jordan Otterbein, operating partner of A Restaurant and
president of the Newport Beach Restaurant Association, labels the town a “hospitality destination.”
In the last 12 months, he says, “We have seen multiple new concepts arrive in town, including
French, Italian, seafood, Mediterranean, continental and creative American cuisine. We’ve seen
the closure of some icons, but there aren’t that many starched-linen-tablecloth places around today.”
Classic and new restaurants in refurbished or new settings abound in Newport Beach.
Longstanding restaurants are innovating while newcomers honor the area’s culinary heritage.
Chefs and restaurateurs are taking full advantage of the stunning ocean vistas and local products
while continually upgrading their menus.

Ruby’s Diner

An example of the heritage side of Newport Beach dining is Ruby’s Diner. Opened in 1982,
the original Ruby’s still stands at the end of Balboa Pier. Now with 34 locations, Ruby’s remains
true to its roots as a burger, fries and milkshake venue. The three Newport Beach venues are
family-owned; half of all Ruby’s are franchises. The locations at malls, airports and casinos are
fast-casual concepts.
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PHOTO CREDITS Opposite and above, clockwise from left: 1) Ruby’s Diner 2) Steven Freeman 3) A Restaurant 4) & 5) The Beachcomber

with a view
“We almost named it Balboa’s Diner,” says founder/CEO Doug Cavanaugh. “But Dad thought
of Mom (Ruby), and said, ‘Let’s call it Ruby’s.’ Mom became our great mascot for 33 years. Kids
asked for her autograph.”
Staying power is needed, as Newport Beach can’t rely on tourists, adds Cavanaugh. “We got
lucky. A TV restaurant critic named us ‘Best Burger in California’ the week after we opened.”
Though 90% of guests in summer are tourists, locals account for 90% in winter.
Quality has remained consistent over the years. “But we do change, like adding options such as
the Sriracha burger and gluten-free bread,” says Cavanaugh. The beef for the burgers is all-natural.
And, “When new guests or regulars ask, ‘Why are your shakes so good?’ I tell them we’ve always
had special milk delivered from a local dairy, and we use top-of-the-line Hershey’s products.”

A Restaurant rises from The Arches

New restaurants in Newport Beach often honor the town’s culinary heritage. When Otterbein
purchased The Arches restaurant property in 2009, he decided to maintain many elements of the
historic building. Originally built as a restaurant and gas station, The Arches launched in 1925, the
same year that Coast Highway opened from Huntington Beach to Newport Beach.
After gutting the structure, the rebuilt architecture reflects the Mediterranean style of the
original with arches and a red tile roof. The red leather booths, mahogany wood décor and name
harkening back to the prior spot helps previous fans feel at home at A Restaurant.
While honoring the 92-year culinary history of the site, executive chef Jonathan Blackford
views A Restaurant as “not your typical Newport Beach place—we do things in an eclectic way.
Though we are rooted in classic and haute cuisine, I have free rein on the menu.”
An example of Blackford’s out-of-the-box cooking is squash served three ways: butternut
squash sous-vide rectangles with molasses; roasted acorn squash; and butternut squash puree. The
vegetables are topped with brown sage butter and come with Burrata “balls” topped with pine nut
brittle. The combination, he says, reminds him of butternut squash ravioli without the pasta.

OPPOSITE AND ABOVE, CLOCKWISE
FROM LEFT: 1) Burger and a milkshake
at Ruby’s Diner. 2) Nobu’s creamy,
spicy rock shrimp. 3) A martini at A
Restaurant. 4) & 5) The Beachcomber
at Crystal Cove, and the restaurant’s
seared crusted tuna.

acfchefs.org
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NEWPORT BEACH dining well—with a view

A Restaurant is a steakhouse. The top-sellers are
the 1855 brand prime Angus filet mignon and the
boneless rib-eye. Blackford serves the Japanese A5
Miyazaki specialty beef rare—at what he considers
a value price of $18 per ounce.
Examples of his eclectic approach to the menu
include pork schnitzel and housemade bratwurst
with sour cream spätzle. He grew up in in Pittsburgh,
home to many Central European cuisines. “Because
I like these foods, and there isn’t much German
cuisine in Southern California, I’ve introduced our
guests to them,” he says.

The Beachcomber on
the ocean

Lido Marina Village dining

ABOVE, TOP: The Grand Cordon Bar
at Nobu Newport Beach.
ABOVE, BOTTOM: The
Beachcomber’s taco.
OPPOSITE, LEFT TO RIGHT: Burrata
and charcuterie with salad at Zinqué,
where many tables have a view.
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Lido Marina Village was a major Newport Beach dining draw from the 1970s through
the 1990s. Conceived as a venue for pedestrian-friendly shopping and dining, Warehouse, a
Polynesian-themed restaurant, anchored the marina until it closed in 1998. Recent renovations
have revitalized the area and launched a new culinary scene.
Zinqué opened in Lido Marina Village in late 2016. The name reflects the traditional French
bistro zinc bar, a key element of the interior design. Zinqué Newport Beach is an outpost of the
small Venice, California-based cafe group.
Known for European pastries, sandwiches, appetizers, hot dishes and salads, Zinqué is a top
Newport Beach brunch spot. Co-owner Kristin Dossetti calls the restaurant “a community hub in
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PHOTO CREDITS Above, top to bottom: Nobu, The Beachcomber; opposite: Zinqué

Newport Beach can surprise diners. How about
a restaurant that you access through a tunnel under the famous Coast Highway?
The Beachcomber is in a renovated cottage on the beach. The neighboring cottages
are historic rental units in Crystal Cove Historic District, Crystal Cove State Park.
“The walk to the ocean is part of the charm, though there is a shuttle bus every
seven minutes from the parking lot,” says Tad Belshe, vice president of operations.
“People coming here expect ‘tourist,’ and they are pleasantly surprised to find food
with diverse tastes, flavors and techniques.”
The restaurant interior is small, with only 25 seats. But the all-season deck
seats about 125 under a heated tent, with blankets on the chairs. The Beachcomber
changes its menu according to Belshe’s and chef Carlos Olivera’s creative impulses. “When we
travel, we bring home ideas to cook,” says Belshe. “We were among the first to serve tiny ahi
tacos in a wonton wrap shaped liked a taco. After enjoying the lamb in Ireland last year, we
menued lamb loin with mint pesto on gnocchi.”
Classic tomato soup gets a makeover with a baked blue-cheese puff-pastry “crown.” The most
popular entrees include blue crab-stuffed salmon and braised short ribs in red wine sauce with
walnut/Gorgonzola ravioli. “We borrow from classics, like our chili, a riff off long-closed Chasen’s
of Hollywood,” Belshe says.
Overlooking the patio and beach, The Bootlegger Bar plays a key role at The Beachcomber. Here
guests sip one of “The Jars,” such as the Big Bad Bloody Mary served in a mason jar. The watermelon
Mojitos, Mexican lagers and margaritas are also popular. But the Tonga Lei, the winning cocktail
from a recent Beachcomber bartender competition, is another guest favorite, served in a tiki mug.

the French tradition. Many recipes, such as our
ratatouille and soup au pistou, are specialties
of the co-owner’s mom in Marseille, France.
Our croissants are housemade.”
Dossetti offers paleo-friendly and low-carb dishes such as “Crispy Sunny Eggs” with San
Daniele prosciutto and arugula salad. For more decadent dining, she refers to her breakfast English
muffin as a “silky egg yolk and marinated tomato for counterbalance.”
One of the best-known—and best-selling—Zinqué dishes is Le Bowl: brown rice spiced with
Sriracha and topped with arugula, avocado, tomato, Comté cheese, cilantro and optional protein add-on.
Also located in Lido Marina Village, Nobu Matsuhisa opened his eponymous restaurant in
April 2017. “We keep Nobu cuisine rooted in tradition, but we are also influenced by new flavors and
local ingredients,” Matsuhisa says. “In Newport Beach, we have access to beautiful local produce
and ingredients. As we learn our guests’ favorite tastes, we create dishes especially for them.”
Nobu signatures, such as yellowtail sashimi with jalapeño, miso black cod and rock shrimp
tempura with creamy spicy sauce, are bestsellers. An “Off the Menu” item, the New York Strip
Toban, is especially popular. The 30-day dry-aged New York strip is accompanied by seasonal
vegetables and served on a hot ceramic plate called a toban. A tableside glaze of soy/mirin/garlic
sauce finishes the presentation. “It works because it’s a traditional dish with meat and vegetables,
but with an exciting Nobu-style twist of Japanese influences,” says Frank Gorriceta executive chef.
Marcus Voglrieder, corporate beverage director, studies each new location carefully to
customize the bar program. “For cocktails, we look for local fresh fruits, Japanese influences and
inventive new flavors. We also seek out local wines, beers and spirits.”
At the Grand Cordon Bar, staff developed the Grand Cordon Cocktail Omakase tasting menu.
This five-course cocktail experience begins with an apéritif, such as Gin and Roses, followed by
four courses paired with cocktails.
Newport Beach dining is unique in serving up many beach and harborside views with a blend
of tradition and innovation on menus.
“When I dine out in Newport Beach, often at restaurants where I know the owner or operator,
I’m consistently impressed with the generosity and level of involvement of all levels of staff, both
front and back of the house, which makes the restaurant world thrive,” says Otterbein. “We all care
about this community.” 

More things to
know about dining
in Newport Beach
• The Bootlegger Bar at The
Beachcomber holds a Martini Flag
Raising daily at 5 p.m. and lowers
the flag at sunset.
• Gastropubs are popping up in
Newport Beach, including one in
Whole Foods.
• A special dining scene, Newport
Beach Dock & Dine, allows boaters
to dock and visit 20 restaurants
on piers and marinas. Nobu and
Zinqué are part of this setting.
• Pedestrian-friendly Fashion Island
is a destination for shopping and
dining at venues such as Fig &
Olive, CUCINA enoteca, True
Food Kitchen, Fleming’s Prime
Steakhouse & Wine Bar and Roy’s
Hawaiian Fusion Cuisine.

Deborah Grossman is a San Francisco Bay area journalist who writes about people, places and products that impact the foodand-wine world.
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NEWPORT BEACH the love of local

The Love
of Local

G
By Jodi Helmer

W

hen Cathy Pavlos spends Saturday mornings checking out the produce and
proteins at the Newport Beach Farmers Market, she often leaves inspired to
create new dishes at Provenance, her ingredient-driven restaurant. “I like to see what’s
available and figure out what I can make,” she says. “Everything I pick up at the market
always makes it onto the menu.”
Since opening Provenance in 2014, Pavlos has created some of her favorite dishes
from farmers market ingredients. She filled just-picked squash blossoms with ricotta
cheese and herbs and served them as an appetizer, shredded fresh radishes for taco
toppings and turned several colorful varieties of heirloom tomatoes into a flavorful salad.
The menu is constantly changing based on the seasonal availability of ingredients. The
restaurant has a 1,300-square-foot raised-bed garden filled with staples such as heirloom
tomatoes, spinach and carrots and specialty ingredients such as shiso, a Japanese culinary
herb. But Pavlos depends on ingredients from local farms to round out the menu.
“People in Southern California expect farm-to-table,” she says. “Farmers markets
are so accessible, there’s no reason not to go.”
OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: 1) & 2) At Farmhouse, the menu changes to reflect what farmers are growing;
the restaurant’s grilled pomegranate-glazed salmon salad. 3) The California bibimbap bowl at Provenance.
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California chefs source the freshest
ingredients at area farmers markets.
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NEWPORT BEACH the love of local

Chefs in Newport Beach are fortunate to have access to some of the
freshest local ingredients in the world. The small coastal communities
of Costa Mesa, Irvine, Tustin, Laguna Hills and Huntington Beach
each hosts a local farmers market, with farmers and food producers
traveling from as far as San Diego to Fresno to set up booths. All the
markets are certified, guaranteeing that chefs are purchasing foods
grown or raised in California.
“In California, we’re spoiled with a climate and microclimates
that give us a wonderful selection of produce year-round,” says Mark
Anderson, founder/market manager of Newport Beach Farmers
Market. “The climate makes farm-to-table possible, because chefs
have access to fresh local produce all year.”

Spoiled by selection
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ABOVE, TOP: Grilled curry-crusted
Pacific swordfish at Farmhouse.
ABOVE, BOTTOM: At Provenance, chef
Cathy Pavlos uses fresh ingredients in
this salad with warm pesto, chicken
breast and a fried cage-free egg. The
greens come from the onsite garden.
OPPOSITE, LEFT TO RIGHT: The
Farmhouse bar, and the restaurant’s
What the Doctor Ordered cocktail.

At Provenance, the relationship with local farms has been the cornerstone of
the menu, which features dishes such as herb-smoked artichoke, fried Szechuan
cauliflower and eggplant, California street tacos and the Provenance ancient-grains
super chop, which includes 12 different fresh vegetables. Pavlos also chooses fresh
ingredients at their peak and preserves the harvest so they can be featured on the
menu all year long. “It allows us to put great food on the table while supporting local
farmers,” she says.
Rich Mead started sourcing ingredients from farmers markets long before farmto-table became part of the vernacular and continues the tradition as chef/owner of
Farmhouse at Roger’s Gardens. Since opening the Corona del Mar restaurant in 2013,
he has been a regular at Irvine Farmers Market, sourcing produce from up to 20 farmers
each week. “Shopping at the markets and talking to the farmers, you learn the rhythms
of the seasons,” he says.
Understanding the seasonal availability of local ingredients is essential as Mead changes
the menu at Farmhouse to reflect what farmers are growing. Dishes such as Gorgonzola/
Granny Smith apple salad, shrimp and root vegetable ribbons, roasted cauliflower steak
and the Farmhouse vegetable bowl appear and disappear with the harvest.
Thanks to relationships with farmers, Mead is one of the first to know about unusual
ingredients that could be a hit with discerning diners. “Farmers are always offering me
new things to try,” he says.
Farmers often bring fruits, vegetables and herbs to the market that can be hard to
find through other sources, according to Trish Harrison, a certified farmers-market
manager with the Orange County Farm Bureau. “We have the sweetest fruits, even in
the middle of the winter. Right now, we’re seeing farmers with oro blanco grapefruit,
pomelo, cara cara navel oranges and fuyu persimmons. Most of these fruits aren’t sold
in regular supermarkets.”
Larger markets, such as Irvine Farmers Market with its 130 vendors (compared to
35 in Costa Mesa and 25 in Newport Beach), often have farmers selling more obscure
produce, such as dragon fruit.
“California is so multiethnic, and those ethnicities have brought their ingredients here,”
Pavlos says. “You can find items like sumac and radicchio that provide a lot of inspiration.”
Learning about new varieties is one of the things Mead likes best about farmers
markets. After talking to a farmer about his latest harvest, he purchased a few handfuls
of pink-eyed peas—an ingredient he’d never used before. He fell in love with the flavor

California Bibimbap Bowl
Cathy Pavlos, Chef/Owner
Provenance
Newport Beach, California
Handful baby carrots, steamed, ice bath
Handful baby green beans, steamed, ice bath
½ red onion, sliced, grilled
1 cup butternut squash, diced, roasted
1 cup Brussels sprouts, halved or quartered, roasted

and went back for more, planning to add them to a salad made
with grilled corn, red onions, red peppers, cilantro and a chili rice
vinaigrette featured on the menu.
“I got so excited about those pink-eyed peas, but the farmer
only planted three rows as an experiment,” he says. “I figured out
exactly how I wanted to use them—and I had to wait an entire year
before I could get more.”

Fueling farm-to-table

As Mead learned, there is a significant advantage to developing
relationships with farmers at the market. The farmer who grew the
pink-eyed peas is just one grower who agreed to plant additional rows
to ensure that Mead had all of the produce he needed for the menu.
Mead places produce orders with his favorite farmers in
advance, and picks up produce at the market each week. He
supplements these orders with produce that captures his attention
as he walks through the market.
Chefs committed to sourcing produce from farmers markets
support both the farmers and the markets, according to Anderson of
Newport Beach Farmers Market. “The bulk purchases [from chefs]
can sustain a farm,” he says. “A lot of these farmers exist because
of the markets.”
Harrison believes that chefs can help bolster the “eat cred” of a
farm, explaining, “As soon as shoppers find out which farmers the
chefs are buying from, they start buying from those farmers, too. It
can give a big boost to their sales.”
Pavlos works with local produce vendor Ingardia Brothers,
Santa Ana, which sources fresh ingredients from farmers, ranchers
and fishers at Irvine Farmers Market. The bigger markets might
be the mainstay for Provenance, but Pavlos likes going to more
intimate markets, such as Newport Beach Farmers Market, to shop
for specialty produce.
“The farmers are so accommodating. They love talking about
their produce, and if I call ahead, they are always willing to bring
extra to the market,” she says.
“You can’t swing a stale baguette in California without hitting
a farmers market, but that’s a good thing.” 

8-12 oz. wild or sustainable salmon fillets
2 cage-free eggs
2 cups cooked jasmine rice
2-4 cups cooked garden greens and chopped lettuces (Swiss chard,
mustard, spinach)
½ cup sweet Sriracha sauce (recipe follows)
1 t. sesame seeds, toasted
½ cup cilantro leaves, washed, no stems
¼ cup green onions, sliced thin
½ cup nori, cut in slivers
½ cup ginger soy sauce (recipe follows)
Sea salt and pepper, to taste
1. In microwave, saute pan or oven, warm carrots, green beans, red onion,
butternut squash and Brussels sprouts. Reserve.
2. Pan-sear salmon. Reserve.
3. Fry eggs sunny-side-up. Reserve.
4. In bottom of deep bowl, place rice, greens and lettuces. Arrange
carrots, green beans, red onion, butternut squash and Brussels sprouts
on top. Put salmon fillet on top of vegetables in middle of bowl. Place
fried egg on salmon to the side. Top salmon with 1-2 T. sweet Sriracha
sauce. Garnish bowl with sesame seeds, cilantro, green onions and nori.
Serve with ginger soy sauce and sweet Sriracha sauce on the side.
Sweet Sriracha Sauce
1 cup Sriracha
¼ cup sambal
½ cup brown sugar, packed
½ cup olive oil
¼ cup sesame oil
¼ cup rice vinegar
Sea salt and pepper, to taste
Method: Put Sriracha, sambal, brown sugar, olive oil, sesame oil, rice
vinegar, salt and pepper in blender; liquefy. Transfer to container; seal
tightly. Refrigerate for up to 1 week.
Ginger Soy Sauce
1 cup soy sauce
1 jalapeño, minced, no seeds
2 green onions, minced
1 T. fresh ginger, minced
1½ T. white wine vinegar
Sea salt and pepper, to taste
Method: Combine soy sauce, jalapeño, green onion, ginger, vinegar, salt
and pepper. Transfer to container; seal tightly. Refrigerate for up to 1 week.

Jodi Helmer is a North Carolina-based food writer whose work has appeared in
Hemispheres, National Geographic Traveler, Farm Life and American Way, among others.
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Breakfast Charm
A sense of place makes for memorable mornings
in Newport Beach. / By Jody Shee
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T

o the visitor, a step out for morning
coffee and breakfast in Newport
Beach reveals the quaint sense of place
that natives relish. Hidden breakfast and
brunch gems have deep roots in old family
recipes, as well as a healthy representation
of Mexican flavors and preparations,
courtesy of the kitchen help who lend
their own cultural culinary sensibilities.
Also unique to the picturesque landscape
are dessert-like breakfast favorites,
which might have no rhyme or reason on
other restaurant breakfast menus, but fit
perfectly in the local context.
PHOTO CREDITS Opposite: Photo by Lexi Hatch/Courtesy of The Cannery Seafood of the Pacific; above: Courtesy of 3-Thirty-3 Waterfront

Case in point

One of the biggest morning-meal
anomalies at Newport Beach’s Galley
Cafe (which actor John Wayne used to frequent) is a tradition of ordering pancakes and
a chocolate or vanilla shake for breakfast. This has become a nostalgic experience that
parents and grandparents pass down to their children and grandchildren, says Brian
White, who owns the restaurant with his wife Sherri.
The blender shakes are simply hard Carnation ice cream with an inch of milk at
the bottom and some syrup, blended in an old-fashioned blender. Guests get the entire
shake, which will fill two glasses, White says. The morning rush for shakes can be
overwhelming. “Folks pick up family members at the airport, and the first thing they
want to do is come here for the milkshake or the chili cheese omelet.”
Another piece of nostalgia comes from the fact that none of the recipes have changed
since White’s grandparents started Galley Cafe 63 years ago. “We’ve kept everything
the same,” he says. “It’s not the cheapest way, but people like it.”
The most popular menu item, the chili cheese omelet, uses the chili recipe that his
grandfather developed as a military cook in World War II. In a pool of clarified butter
on the flat grill, the cooks pour out the mixed eggs and leave them to spread to about
an 18-inch circle of crêpe consistency. The proprietary chili goes on top, then cheese,
before the mixture is folded and flipped. Customers gravitate to the super-thin omelet
that comes with the house hash browns.
The appeal of the buttermilk pancakes, made from White’s grandmother’s recipe,
comes from their thick, fluffy consistency. Among unique breakfast items is the
Omewich (a ⅓-pound beef patty inside a cheese omelet), and the French Toast Sandwich
with sausage or bacon and cheese, which can be dipped in syrup.
The restaurant, located at the end of the Harbor Island peninsula, seats just 40
people, and a line of 25-30 frequently forms in the parking lot. So when White was
approached by producers of the Food Network’s “Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives” to
feature the restaurant for its 50th anniversary, he declined. “The publicity would be great
and wonderful,” he says. “But I didn’t want another 30 or 40 people waiting in line.”

OPPOSITE: On the dessert end of the spectrum, The
Cannery Seafood of the Pacific serves creme brulee
French toast.
ABOVE: Customers like to visit 3-Thirty-3 Waterfront
for the weekend build-your-own gourmet burrito and
build-your-own bloody mary.
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NEWPORT BEACH breakfast charm

Flavor inspirations

• Egg Enchiladas: scrambled eggs wrapped in flour
tortillas topped with enchilada sauce and jack and
cheddar cheeses, with guacamole, sour cream and
salsa on the side

ABOVE: Sheri Drewry’s parents Maurice and Wilma Staudinger bought a restaurant on the spot during a random
visit for breakfast in 1975 and renamed it Wilma’s Patio.
OPPOSITE: The Cannery Seafood of the Pacific added chicken and waffles to the menu last April.

Sample breakfast items—
Wilma’s Patio

The Benedict Gallery: two poached eggs on a toasted
English muffin with hollandaise, served with hash
browns or fresh fruit
• Eggs Benedict with ham
• Eggs Florentine with steamed spinach
• Bacon Benedict
• Garden Benedict with avocado and tomato
• Crabby Benedict with real crabmeat
• Smoked Salmon Benedict
Mexican Egg Dishes
• Huevos Rancheros: two eggs cooked any style on a
flour tortilla with vegetarian refried beans, Spanish
sauce, jack and cheddar cheeses, and Bermuda
onion, with salsa and flour tortillas on the side
• Egg Burrito: scrambled eggs, jack and cheddar
cheeses wrapped in a flour tortilla, topped with
Spanish sauce and cheese
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• Egg Quesadilla: scrambled eggs with onion, bell
pepper and mild green chilies in a flour tortilla
with jack and cheddar cheeses, and guacamole,
sour cream and salsa on the side

Wilma’s Patio has been a Balboa Island monument to all-day breakfast
for more than 35 years. Owner Sheri Drewry’s parents Maurice and
Wilma Staudinger bought the restaurant on the spot on a random visit
for breakfast in 1975. They loved it, asked if the place was for sale, and,
serendipitously, it was. Drewry’s father’s love of all-day breakfast shows
in the operational emphasis.
Some of the breakfast items are the outcome of a creative staff, employed
there for 25-plus years, who use their downtime to play with the menu. Thus
was born the egg enchilada—scrambled eggs wrapped in a flour tortilla and
topped with enchilada sauce along with jack and cheddar cheeses and sides
of sour cream and fresh homemade guacamole and salsa. The longtime cook,
who is Hispanic, whips up his family’s enchilada sauce recipe.
Even the egg enchilada recipe has been elevated a notch, and now
guests can add shredded beef or carnitas to the order, Drewry says. Part of
her independent operating philosophy—and that of others in the area—is to
choose quality over price. Her father taught her, “You can buy inexpensive
bacon to keep a good, cheap price. However, we don’t care about the price,
but the quality.”
The philosophy extends to bread, and when the head cook pondered
egg sandwich ideas and ingredients, he turned to mini boules, often used
as bread bowls from which to serve clam chowder. He hollowed the bread,
toasted it and filled it with omelet ingredients—making it a giant egg
sandwich. Then he tested it on a customer. “The guy ate it, and said, ‘Wow,
that’s Balboa’s Belly Bomber,’” Drewry says. “So that customer named it.”
The menu lists several Balboa Belly Bombers—ham and cheddar scramble, Jalisco egg
scramble, Italian scramble and a build-your-own option.
But one menu item is a seasonal standout. From the first day of fall to the first of
January, guests line up for pumpkin pancakes. Cloves are the secret ingredient, Drewry
says. “People call in September and ask if we have the pancakes yet. And at night,
they come in and order a pumpkin pancake and ice cream and eat it for dessert. The
cult following is the weirdest, craziest thing.” She encourages the dessert theme by
suggesting diners top the pancake with caramel sauce and pecans.
While local ingredients and dishes are the theme of 3-Thirty-3 Waterfront, in operation
on Bayside Drive for 13 years, Hawaii’s comfort dish, loco moco, is among the eatery’s
most popular weekend brunch items, says managing partner Paul Ankenman. “Once
locals ate it, word got around.” It features white rice topped with a hamburger patty, two
eggs cooked over-easy and topped with mushroom-gravy sauce, and deep-fried onions.
Ankenman notes that many Newport Beach residents either have homes in Hawaii
or travel there a lot. “We thought the dish would be fun for those who know what it is.
And for those who don’t, it’s a ‘wow,’” he says.
But the Gourmet Burrito as a build-your-own item is the biggest draw for brunch.
With a flour tortilla and scrambled eggs base, guests choose from a list of 12 proteins,
five cheeses, nine vegetables and eight sides. The build-it-yourself design was in place
long before fast-casual eateries popularized the concept, Ankenman says.

Posh ambiance

A chicken and waffle brunch in Newport Beach becomes more
exceptional with a view from the patio at The Cannery Seafood of
the Pacific. “We’re in Newport Beach right near Lido Island, kind of
secluded from the hustle and bustle, surrounded by beautiful water,”
says executive chef Philip Tangonan.
To some, the setting may evoke formality, so Tangonan is pleased
to bring a more casual style to the restaurant. And the chicken and
waffles he added to the menu last April is a case in point. It was a
novel combination to locals, so Tangonan feared the new addition
wouldn’t fly. But the restaurant sold about 70 orders its first weekend
on the menu.
The Fiscalini cheddar waffle dough developed by his mother
brings uniqueness. Besides the cheddar, it features demerara sugar—a
thicker granular type. The house fried chicken is marinated overnight
in buttermilk, dredged in a housemade flour mixture the next day and
deep-fried, then tossed in a crystal maple hot sauce of maple syrup,
thyme, shallots and Louisiana-style hot sauce. The dish is topped with
a little arugula salad tossed with toasted almonds and maple verjus
and finished with a fried egg. “The dish bangs on all cylinders,”
Tangonan says.
As it turns out, weekend brunch is a big deal around Newport
Beach. The late-morning foot traffic is much like a Saturday night,
Tangonan says. The Cannery’s champagne brunch, with a scenic
view from the 100-seat patio, contributes to the sensory experience.
(Guests can have bottomless champagne for $15 with the purchase of
an entree.)
On the dessert end of the spectrum, The Cannery serves creme brulee French toast
featuring berries, vanilla creme anglaise and maple syrup with applewood-smoked
bacon. Its richness comes partly from the buttery brioche cooked in custard, baked
and sliced like pie. The cook pats both cut edges of the bread with sugar, and brulees
it for a crunchy exterior to contrast with the velvety butter center. It is served with
berries and candied macadamia nuts. “The candied macadamia nut is similar to the
cake itself. It’s sweet on the outside and buttery in the middle. It works together,”
Tangonan says.
Vegetables—namely, Brussels sprouts—work their way onto the brunch menu.
People in Orange County and Newport Beach are health-conscious. “We’ve had
Brussels sprouts on the menu about two years now—a few ways,” Tangonan says. “It’s
always been a solid vegetable that people love.”
One brunch menu listing is Brussels sprouts with a sunny-side-up egg, bacon and
horseradish cream. The brunch Scottish salmon comes with roasted Brussels sprouts,
smoked bacon, horseradish cream and figs.
Breakfast/brunch is part of the fabric of Newport Beach, evidenced by the fact that
many of the eateries confirm that, though the area is a tourist destination, locals are
the ones driving business and passing on their love of the morning meal to offspring. 

Sample brunch items—
The Cannery Seafood of
the Pacific

Duck Mole Chilaquiles: duck confit, mole, braised
market beans, poached eggs, guacamole, cilantro
and Cotija
Croissant Egg Sandwich: scrambled eggs, applewoodsmoked bacon, Fiscalini cheddar, green onion creme
fraiche and avocado
Lobster Roll: classic top-load bun, lemon old bay aioli
and french fries
Fish Tacos: homemade tortillas, chili/lime crema,
cabbage slaw and pico de gallo
Mediterranean Seafood Salad: shrimp, scallop, crab,
lobster, mixed greens, peppers, red onion, olives,
cherry tomatoes, croutons and green goddess

Jody Shee, an Olathe, Kansas-based freelance writer and editor, previously was editor of a foodservice magazine.
She has more than 20 years of food-writing experience and writes the blog www.sheefood.com.
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In the Neighborhood
The neighborhoods of Newport Beach offer a
rich, varied selection of cuisines and flavors.
By Suzanne Hall

A

couple of decades ago, some of Orange County’s and Newport Beach’s most popular
restaurants offered French cuisine created by French chefs. Jean-Pierre Dubray was one of
them. French born and trained, he came to California in 1960 to help open a French restaurant, and
later, another one.
“French restaurants were much more popular then,” Dubray says. “There were a lot fewer
Italian restaurants or even any Japanese restaurants. When people went out, they ate French food.”
Dubray and other French chefs introduced their cuisine to local chefs who took that foundation
and reinterpreted it to reflect changing tastes and their culinary identity. Today, food in Newport
Beach’s 10 neighborhoods is a mix of many different ethnic ingredients and cooking styles, often
prepared by California-born chefs.
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Simple yet healthy
French cooking still has its place in Newport Beach, though. Fig & Olive in the Fashion Island
neighborhood is part of a group of eight venues around the country highlighting dishes inspired by
the South of France and coastal Mediterranean flavors.
“It’s simple yet healthy, and focused on high-quality proteins, elevated technique and farmfresh vegetables,” says George Neyra, Fig & Olive’s Western regional chef. The restaurants use
fresh-pressed olive oils to confit, poach and emulsify, and as a substitute for cream and butter in
various recipes. “The differences in the grades of olive oil allow us to infuse flavor in the many
different products that we showcase on our menu today.”
Fig & Olive is known for its crostini created from vegetables and fresh shrimp, and its handcured meats. Steak frites and 28-day dry-aged New York strip, prepared with hand-cut truffle/
Parmesan fries and a trio of sauces, is another signature dish. Other popular menu items are
octopus carpaccio with pimentón, red pepper puree and black olive dust, and organic salmon with
roasted cauliflower, sauteed Swiss chard and a caper/olive dressing.
Fig & Olive is part of a restaurant mix that is “very much influenced by Latin American,
French, Italian and Asian cooking,” says Richard Reilly, CEC, CCA, corporate executive chef for
Custom Culinary, Inc., Lombard, Illinois. He describes Newport Beach cuisine as healthy and
OPPOSITE AND ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 1) A mix of cuisines is part of the dining experience at The Resort at
Pelican Hill in Newport Beach’s Crystal Cove neighborhood. 2) Assorted crostini at Fig & Olive. 3) The Farmhouse gazebo.
4) Pan-seared Chilean sea bass with orange/coconut milk, black forbidden rice, pickled red onions, oranges and toasted almonds
at Pelican Hill’s Pelican Grill. 5) The Baller at Sessions West Coast Deli. 6) At Pelican Hill’s Coliseum Pool & Grill, guests
enjoy the poke bowl with a chopped salad. 7) Fig & Olive’s Riviera Salmon with roasted cauliflower, piquillo pepper/olive/caper
tapenade and Swiss chard. 8) Mason jar desserts at Farmhouse.
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very much a fusion cuisine that uses grilling and poaching
as key techniques. “Presentation is tremendously important.
There is a lot of height, color and local ingredients.”

Upscale fusion

Garden party
Chef/owner Rich Mead believes that his Farmhouse restaurant is a destination and specialoccasion dining room, but it also has a regular local following. Among the first California chefs to
promote farm-to-table menus, Mead creates his dishes from what’s available at the Santa Monica
farmers market and his strong relationships with area farmers.
Part of Roger’s Gardens in Corona del Mar, where residents enjoy shopping and walking in the
gardens, Farmhouse offers a selection of dishes that focus on the whole plate. Roasted chicken and
a chopped grilled-vegetable salad of balsamic-grilled vegetables, chopped lettuces, feta cheese,
avocado and red wine Dijon vinaigrette are among the menu items.
Because Mead’s mother is Chinese, his food reflects that heritage. Chinese sausage, dried
shrimp, red fife and Sonora sprouting broccoli, kimchee, caramelized onions, soy fish sauce and
green onion is one Asian dish. Grilled Asian beef short ribs with butter lettuce, green papaya salad
and sweet/spicy dipping sauce is another. Mead says the restaurant’s varied offerings appeal to
Newport Beach’s sophisticated diners.

Chef-driven deli
Sophisticated lunch seekers find a home at the Newport Beach Peninsula location of Sessions
West Coast Deli. A second venue is in Huntington Beach and a third will open later this year
ABOVE, TOP: Octopus carpaccio at Fig & Olive—piquillo pepper puree, heirloom potatoes, black olive dust and pimenton dressing.
ABOVE, BOTTOM: Roasted spaghetti squash at Farmhouse.
OPPOSITE: At Sessions West Coast Deli, the Strami, top, and the Summer Zephyr, pink for Valentine’s Day.
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Some restaurants combine elements of several cuisines to
create not necessarily fusion dishes, but a fusion menu. A mix
of cuisines is part of the dining experience at The Resort at
Pelican Hill in Newport Beach’s Crystal Cove neighborhood,
where Dubray oversees multiple dining concepts, including
Andrea, the resort’s signature restaurant.
There, fresh local ingredients are used to prepare dishes
with a Northern Italian flair. The menu includes such items
as the popular grilled European sea bass with honey-glazed
endive and roasted potatoes with lemon oil/parsley dressing.
The signature item is barrel-aged acquerello, an aged Italian
carnaroli rice risotto with forest mushrooms, prepared
tableside. Pelican Grill is a modern American steakhousestyle restaurant. Coliseum Pool & Grill is a family restaurant,
serving everything from blackened cobia fish tacos and Thai
fettuccine pasta to chicken curry.
While the resort is definitely upscale, Dubray stresses
that he doesn’t consider the restaurants fine dining, nor are
they promoted that way. “Being called fine dining and seen
as a place for special occasions is not good for restaurants,”
he says. “When you have three restaurants, you need a good
local following. We have that.”

Newport Beach Neighborhoods
Ten distinct neighborhoods make up Newport Beach. Each lends a
culture, charm, natural beauty and history to the city.
Airport District
Home to John Wayne Airport and host of the Newport Beach Film
Festival, which takes place in late April every year, the Airport
District provides a wide assortment of accommodations for
business and pleasure visitors. Ike’s is a popular restaurant serving
sandwiches on fresh-baked bread.
Back Bay
Scientists and naturalists flock to Back Bay to visit and study the
1,000 acres of coastal wetlands of the Upper Newport Bay Nature
Preserve and Ecological Reserve. The area also provides residents
and visitors with an array of aquatic activities. Bistro Le Crillon is a
contemporary reminder of Newport Beach’s French cuisine heritage.

in Irvine. Matt Meddock is coowner with culinary director
Max Schlutz of the chef-driven
deli that specializes in gourmet
sandwiches on bread made inhouse each day and often served
with housemade chow chow, a
mustard-based relish.
Some of the most popular
sandwiches are the Summer Zephyr,
made with fresh mozzarella,
marinated tomato, basil aioli,
baby arugula, pickled onion and balsamic redux on a French roll.
Other favorites are the Meddock Melee, a combination of roast turkey,
Swiss cheese, guacamole, tomato, cherry pepper, sprouts and adobobuttermilk dressing on fresh-baked ciabatta. Ocean Spray is a hot
sandwich of turkey, Swiss cheese, dried cranberries, blackberry jam,
sliced apple and the restaurant’s signature slaw made with Atomic
Dressing—a vinaigrette that gets its name from the heat of horseradish.
Wedge Legend, so named for a popular surfing spot nearby, is a salad
of Arcadian mixed greens, shaved red onion, smoked bacon, goat cheese,
marinated vine-ripened cherry tomatoes, shredded chicken breast,
croutons, Atomic Dressing and balsamic reduction. It is one of several
salads on the menu. At breakfast, burritos are a popular menu item.
Meddock says that breakfast burritos are popular in Southern
California. He serves several that can include meat, scrambled eggs,
potatoes and avocado.
“Newport Beach definitely is a restaurant town,” he says. “Residents
support our restaurants, and so does the local government. Restaurant
Week attracts as many as 100 participants.” 
Suzanne Hall has been writing about chefs, restaurants, food and wine from her home in Soddy-Daisy,
Tennessee, for more than 25 years.

Balboa Island
A laidback area popular for shopping and dining, this manmade
island offers ferry rides and sandcastle competitions. Frozen bananas
on sticks dipped in chocolate with a choice of toppings and the
Balboa Bar, a rectangle of vanilla ice cream on a stick dipped in
chocolate and rolled in a choice of toppings, originated here.
Balboa Peninsula
Home to the historic Balboa Pavilion, where big bands played in
the 1930s and 1940s, the Peninsula is known for its bars, great
restaurants and happy hour specials. The Ferris wheel in the Fun
Zone is a popular attraction. Thirty-five-year-old Ruby’s Diner
features burgers and shakes, among other dishes.
Balboa Village
Water sports and whale-watching are just a few of the things to do
here. There are also great beaches and the Newport Beach Food
and Wine Festival every September. Good food is easy to find at
restaurants such as Newport Landing, a seafood restaurant with an
upstairs oyster bar and a lanai.
Cannery Village
There are no more canneries, but Cannery Village has some of
the most sought-after real estate in Southern California. Located
at the entrance to Balboa Village is Nobu Newport Beach, with a
menu of Newport Beach-inspired dishes. It’s one of the many sushi
restaurants in Newport Beach.
Corona del Mar
Vintage cottages and new houses dot the landscape in the “Crown
of the Sea.” The streets are named for flowers, and Lookout Point
and Inspiration are where to go to experience a Newport Beach
sunset. Gastropubs are popular, and Mayur Cuisine of India is one of
Newport Beach’s many ethnic restaurants.
Fashion Island
Locals call it Newport Centre Fashion Island. It’s an open-air fusion
of Italian and California styles, and a popular shopping destination.
With its abundance of culinary and cultural attractions, residents
and tourists alike can always find something to do. Rick Bayless’ Red
O Restaurant offers innovative Mexican food.
Mariner’s Mile/Westcliff
This stretch of the Pacific Highway is where to go to buy luxury
yachts and automobiles. Potential buyers also take advantage of the
trendy restaurants and upscale shops. Choices include restaurants
such as Sapori Ristorante, a romantic Mediterranean dining room. In
spite of the opulence, there is also a McDonald’s.
Newport Coast/Crystal Cove
Walking in the historic area is a popular pastime in this nautical
neighborhood where ethnic diversity is strong. The Newport Coast
area has more people of Iranian and Russian heritage than any other
neighborhood in America. Some 21.2% of the population is Asian.
Babette’s is an American-style farm-to-table restaurant.

acfchefs.org
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T

here’s no better place than a sunny, warm beachfront town to enjoy happy hour drinks and
eats. Newport Beach has a host of restaurants serving great post-work deals, with offerings
that far exceed what might be your usual bar food expectations of boring sliders or stale popcorn.
Take a look. Note that prices listed may change.

Pizzeria Mozza

From acclaimed restaurateur Joe Bastianich and “queen of sourdough” baker Nancy Silverton,
Pizzeria Mozza offers a special bar menu that spans from lunch into late afternoon until 5 p.m. on
weekdays before regular dinner service begins. Enjoy a dessert and a glass of wine with your pie
for $30. Guests can choose between 15 different types of pizza, from fennel sausage with panna,
red onion and scallions to mixed mushroom with fontina, taleggio and thyme and pizza alla benno
with speck, pineapple, jalapeños, mozzarella and tomato.

Bosscat Kitchen and Libations

Monday through Friday, 3-6 p.m., this lively “gastropub” offers $5 draft beer and wines paired
with $5 or $6 items. There are pig pickin’ tacos with pulled pork and slaw, thick-cut “happy”
bacon, avocado toast topped with a slice of rare-cooked ahi tuna, pickled ginger and wasabi, and
the Bosscat grilled cheese with short rib and onion marmalade.

21 Oceanfront Restaurant

This waterside restaurant right on Newport Beach pier offers Social Hour at 21 in the bar and
lounge Sunday through Thursday, 4-7 p.m., with $8 well drinks and select wines by the glass
as well as $6 beers paired with a variety of discounted menu items. Guests can choose a cup of
cheesy French onion soup; marinated fillet skewers with mushrooms, peppers and onions; a salmon
poke stack with avocado, seaweed salad and taro chips; fried calamari; or an oven-baked Italian
flatbread with tomatoes, caramelized onions, rosemary, Parmesan and stracchino cheese. Larger
dishes include jumbo lump crabcakes; marinated New Zealand lamb chops with a bordelaise
sauce; blackened seared ahi tuna with seaweed salad, wasabi, ginger and soy; blackened salmon
tacos with cabbage, chipotle aioli and mango salsa; and the 21 Bar Burger with English cheddar, a
brioche bun and crispy Parmesan fries.

Sol Cocina

Sol Cocina’s happy hour, 3-6 p.m., Monday through Wednesday, includes wine at $3, margaritas
starting at $5.50, and fun small bites by chef Deborah Schneider, cookbook author and James Beard
Award nominee. Look for the Mexican Hot Dog, Firecracker Quesadilla and Watermelon Copita,
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which are newer items available only during happy hour. For the hot dog, Schneider
tops a grilled hot dog on a mayo-toasted roll with crisp bacon, cheese, chipotle and
“secret sauce,” lettuce, pico de gallo (a roasted spicy green chili salsa) and pickled
jalapeños for a truly loaded dog. The quesadilla comes stuffed with cheese, grilled
chicken, avocado, Sriracha sauce and fried tortilla strips for crunch. The watermelon
cocktail is made by muddling the fruit with Corralejo Blanco tequila, fresh lime
juice and a touch of agave nectar before being shaken and strained over fresh ice.

Red O Restaurant

PHOTO CREDIT Red O Restaurant

Pair $7 house margaritas with a happy hour menu offered 3-6 p.m. daily that
includes half-price small-bite and sharable items such as street tacos, empanadas,
ceviche and queso fundido with Monterey Jack, fontina and white cheddar cheeses
spiked with caramelized onion, poblano chilies and homemade chorizo. For the tacos, corporate
chef Marc Johnson has helped to develop a mixture of traditional and crisp-fried versions, including
a crispy short rib taco with adobo-braised meat that’s stuffed into hand-pressed tortillas, deep-fried
and topped with morita (red) salsa, shaved lettuce, pico de gallo and queso fresca. There’s also a
Coca-Cola-braised carnitas taco with tomatillo salsa, chicharróns, pickled red onions, queso fresco
and cilantro. A shrimp ceviche, aguachile (yellowtail crudo with spicy lime and serrano broth) and
ahi tartare offer lighter shareable options.

A & O Kitchen + Bar

Balboa Bay Resort’s Beat the Clock happy hour offers $4 wines that go up by $1 each hour
until 7 p.m. alongside dishes such as slow-roasted pork rack with savory barbecue sauce and
roasted Brussels sprouts. An outdoor patio offers views of the ocean as well as fire pits for
keeping warm at night.

ABOVE: Red O’s ahi tuna tartare,
top, and chicharróns, poke tacos and
carnitas tacos.

acfchefs.org
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Building a better happy
hour menu

As profits continue to be pinched in restaurants, maximizing
bar sales can help drive daily revenue, especially late at
night but also between lunch and dinner service. With
cocktails so advanced these days, however, when it comes
to happy hour and bar snack menu development, the food
paired with the drink has to be spot-on.

Spicier and richer small bites, such as carnitas-filled
empanadas and street tacos, including some crisp-fried
ones, pair well with refreshing beers and margaritas, while
sharable dishes such as ahi tartare and shrimp ceviche offer
lighter options. While Johnson says Red O staffs its happy
hour accordingly, serving up dishes that are quick and easy
to make can speed up service for tired guests just getting
off work and looking for a quick drink and bite to eat.

This popular happy hour hangout offers a special menu 3-6 p.m. weekdays with
creative cocktails for $8.95 and indulgent snacks such as the spicy jalapeño/chorizo
cheese dip and chicken drumettes paired with some lighter offerings such as citrusy
ceviche. The house DJ spins Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays.

Fig & Olive

This bright and breezy California-chic restaurant offers an aperitivo happy
hour 4-7 p.m. every day with signature cocktails such as the Piscine (sparkling wine
with fresh strawberries) and Summer in Provence (gin, housemade rosemary/thyme
syrup, muddled blackberries and lime juice), as well as wine by the glass for $8.
Guests can choose between two crostini plate options (three for $6, six for $11) that
include toppings such as kabocha squash with pickled mushroom and pear; Burrata
with tomatoes, pesto and balsamic; and manchego with figs and Marcona almonds.
There are also three tasting plates for $9 in French, Spanish and Italian versions,
with various types of olives along with cheeses, charcuterie and croquettes.

The Cannery Seafood of the Pacific

Happy hour includes $2 off cocktails, draft beers and wines by the glass, as well
as bar snacks and appetizers such as short rib sliders with cheese and pickles, and
agedashi tofu—deep-fried soft tofu with a crispy shell and creamy interior paired
with tsuyu, a dipping sauce made with soy sauce, mirin, dashi and a touch of sugar.

The Crow Bar and Kitchen

ABOVE, LEFT TO RIGHT: 1) Bosscat
Kitchen’s thick-cut “happy” bacon.
2) A taco on the happy hour menu at Sol
Cucina. 3) Red O’s house margarita pitcher.
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During happy hour, 3-6 p.m. daily, guests can enjoy wines, draft beers by the
glass and well cocktails for $5 paired with appetizers such as pickled onion dip,
avocado toast, and piquillo pepper and smoked blue cheese hummus. Truffle fries
can be used for dipping. 
Amelia Levin is a Chicago-based food writer, cookbook author and certified chef.
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PHOTO CREDITS Above, left to right: Bosscat Kitchen and Libations, Sol Cucina, Red O Restaurant

To learn what it takes to make a great happy hour menu,
we caught up with Marc Johnson, corporate chef for Red
O Management, which operates four Red O locations in
California, including one in Newport Beach. “You want a
mix between finger foods, small bites and some shareable
items,” says Johnson, who aims to offer between seven and
10 items on happy hour menus. Anything more, he notes,
can be overkill, but a decent range of selections will keep
guests happy.

3-Thirty-3 Waterfront
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Nicely done, beef.
Your new cuts are the #1 Menu
Trend according to ACF Chefs.
Beef is a cut above, according to an annual survey of 700 professional chefs – members of the
American Culinary Federation – who predict food and beverage trends at restaurants. The annual
National Restaurant Association “What’s Hot” culinary forecast named new cuts of meat, including the
Shoulder Tender, Oyster Steak and Merlot Cut as the Number One new item on restaurant menus that
everyone is talking about in 2018. Beef. It’s What’s For Dinner. (And lunch too.)
Visit BeefItsWhatsForDinner.com for cutting guides, charts and videos.

National Restaurant Association “What’s Hot” 2018 Culinary Forecast; December 2017
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THE PREMIER PORTFOLIO
OF SOFT-RIPENED CHEESE.

Discover the R.L. Schreiber Advantage

AD

E

US

A

M

A

IN
AS PURVEYORS OF FINE FLAVORS, R.L. Schreiber
crafts over 1,000 professional grade culinary products including food
bases, spices, seasonings, and custom spice blends for chefs in the foodservice industry. With the highest quality food safety
programs, R.L. Schreiber delivers maximum quality, freshness, and flavor in our products that are formulated with ingredients
that are safe and never adulterated. Experience 90% total flavor with less than 2% total cost with R.L. Schreiber’s:
FLAVOR & SOUP BASES – made from scratch with real chicken, beef, veal, seafood proteins.
M
SPICES & SEASONINGS – made with unsurpassed levels of volatile oils,
A Dthe secret
S to extraordinary flavor.
E IN U
FLAVOR INGREDIENTS – manufactured in an SQF Level 2 Certified FDA/USDA-inspected
facility.
KOSHER CERTIFIED SPICES AND SEASONING BLENDS – certified by the Orthodox Union (OU).
EXPERIENCE THE R.L. Schreiber ADVANTAGE! With over 100 Independent Purveyors nationwide, find one nearest you
who will provide personalized service, visit regularly with a fully stocked vehicle, manage your R.L. Schreiber inventory,
break cases, and provide valuable flavor advice. There are no minimum orders...only maximum satisfaction!

Call 800-624-8777 for a Purveyor near you.

FAMILY OWNED

MADE IN U.S.A.

Visit RLSchreiber.com for a full list of products.
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ANOTHER EXCEPTIONAL BAKING
DAY BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Baking is a labor of love.
Especially with the demands
of delivering consistently
high-quality creations to your
customers. With Plugrá®, you
can bake confidently. It’s the only
butter designed to deliver flawless
performance every time—to make
every day a great baking day.

FLAWLESS
PERFORMANCE

EXCEPTIONAL
RESULTS

DISCOVER OUR DIFFERENCE AT PLUGRA.COM

©2018 Dairy Farmers of America
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Award Winning Steaks
& More, Since 1893
Premier purveyor of the finest
prime meats, veal, lamb, pork as
well as seafood. Our sole focus
is to ensure that the world’s
finest beef and other foods are
enjoyed by all.

www.allenbrothers.com
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The Journey to Culinary Mastery Begins…

Daniel NYC

With Rock Solid Training
in the Cooking Craft

To learn more about how ATP Culinary Arts products can help you train students and budding line
chefs, please visit www.atplearning.com/CulinaryJourney/ACF.
Proud sponsor of

CONNECT WITH US

atplearning.com
800.323.3471

Baron H. Galand

CULINARY
Knowledge Bowl
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86 THE ORDINARY. ANSWER THE CALL FOR

ORGANIC CHICKEN
For more information visist perduefoodserice.com

The best
just got
better.

NEW
up to

%
+2r0
tions
po

*

3 Save up to 20% on cost of ingredients
3 Whip dairy alternatives and lower-fat creams to meet today’s culinary trends
3 For use with all iSi Whippers
3 High quality, made in Austria
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Life is Hard.
Your Panko
Shouldn’t Be.

Quality Differences You Can See
Authentic Panko

Coarse Panko

Standard Panko

Try Authentic Panko

ples !
m
a
S
Fre e

For
Manufacturers
& Restaurants

• Airy and Flaky
• Light and Crispy Texture

• Round and Dense
• Tough and Hard Texture

www.uppercrustent.com
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Constellation™ dinnerware, Equity flatware

so you can set tables
for rave reviews
Serve the freshest culinary experiences
with Libbey’s brightest-ever white porcelain,
Constellation™ dinnerware. Exclusively from
Libbey, it features advanced Microban®
technology that inhibits odor- and staincausing bacteria.
It’s one more way we are Serving Experience™
to support your success by combining
inspired tableware, trend knowledge and
expertise into innovative, insights-driven
tabletop solutions.
Discover insights that help bring
your vision of success to life.

© 2017 Libbey Inc. Microban® is a registered trademark of Microban® Products Company.
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NOTHING
ADDED.
EVERYTHING
GAINED.
To us, additives never added much to a bread’s taste or texture.
We simply use artisan techniques, taking at least 24 hours to
deliver delicious every time.

EVERY DETAIL,
DELICIOUSLY DONE.
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WISCONSIN CHEESE

Case.

Turn Your

©2017 Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board, Inc.

Roelli Red Rock

Sartori Black Pepper BellaVitano®

U.S. Championship Cheese Contest

U.S. Championship Cheese Contest

Uplands Pleasant Ridge Reserve
BEST OF SHOW

American Cheese Society Competition

WISCONSIN CHEESE, THE MOST
AWARDED CHEESE IN THE WORLD.

BEST OF CLASS

US CHAMPION

TASTE VI CTO RY AT
E ATWI S CO N S I N CHE E S E .COM

Partner with Smithfield Foodservice
to discover valuable industry
insights & trends

Smithfield is excited to invite you to participate in a Partners in Culinary Excellence
Program for your local chapter members. You’ll get access to a variety of unique
recipe and application ideas, programs like our BBQ, Breakfast and Snacking initiatives,
and other creative ways to build business with Smithfield. Program benefits include:

✓ Raise funds for your chapter

✓ Earn continuing education units
✓ Quarterly onsite workshops
Visit Smithfield during the ACF MarketConnect Breaks in Newport Beach!
To learn more about the Partners in Culinary Excellence Program, contact Christie Greenway at
cgreenway@foodmix.net or call 630-366-7522. For more information visit SmithfieldFoodservice.com.

SFFG758_CulinaryReview_March.indd 2
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MOVE OVER
EGGS.

Jones Chicken Sausage is stealing the show.
When sausage tastes this good, it’s natural for it to sneak to the center of the plate. Jones offers several
flavors and varieties of chicken sausage, including links and patties. We now even have antibiotic- and
sugar-free options for clean-eating diners. With lower fat, less sodium and all the great flavor of pork
sausage, it’s no wonder chicken-for-breakfast has grown 20% over the past four years.

Request samples and learn more at JonesDairyFarmFoodservice.com.
Or, contact Bryon Coleman at bryonc@JonesDairyFarm.com or (920) 691-0230.
© 2018 Jones Dairy Farm
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“THE FISH OF A THOUSAND CASTS”

Some people refer to Steelhead as “the fish of a thousand casts” because they’re a savvy, strong, and
incredibly hard fish to catch. We’d like to keep it that way, and are doing our part to protect the wild —
providing this revered fish to chefs in a way that prioritizes the environment, great taste, animal wellbeing, and consumer health. That’s why we’ve dedicated our lives to producing Steelhead that are 100%
local to the USA, 100% traceable, raised in pure spring water, and fed high quality feed without GMO
ingredients, growth hormones or preventative antibiotics.

T H E R E S U LT: A S T E E L H E A D D I N I N G E X P E R I E N C E T H AT’S O N E I N A T H O U S A N D.

EVAQUA FAR M S • P R E M I U M , F R E S H R E D S T E E L H E A D F I L L E T S & S MO KE H O U S E P R O D U C T S

PO Box AG, Filer, ID, 83328 • 208-326-3100 • info@evaquafarms.com • Evaquafarms.com • @evaquafarms
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Together

Let’s
Shine.
A shining moment
is not about to be
interrupted by a spot.
Your job is to create a great
experience for your customers.
Ours is to make sure clean
dishware, flatware and
glassware is the least of your
concerns. Introducing the
SMARTPOWER™ program —
a safe, simple, sustainable
warewashing solution.

Learn more at
ecolab.com/smartpower

TM

© 2017 Ecolab USA Inc. All rights reserved.

NEWPORT BEACH affordable dining in the lap of luxury

Haute has its place, but not for everybody
and not for every meal. // By Alan Richman

M

ost chefs probably prefer to cook for people who care more about food than they do about
money. But there will always be some customers who are cost-conscious, and they, too, must
be served.
Even in Newport Beach, a California tourist mecca with more than its share of haute
establishments—such as 21 Oceanfront, where a bone-in rib-eye will set you back $75, or Fig &
Olive, where filet mignon goes for $44—there is demand for more economical options. And where
there is demand, supply follows.

A tale of two patios

Sheri Drewry, co-owner with husband David of Wilma’s Patio on Balboa Island, has been
working in restaurants for more than four decades. She began when she was 10, helping her parents
at their A&W root beer franchise in Lake Tahoe. “My folks grew up in Northern California, but
had gone to college in Santa Barbara, where they met. As nice as Tahoe is, they soon tired of the
cold and snow and decided to move down south,” Drewry says.
“The architect who helped them redesign an old Van’s Belgian Waffles restaurant also suggested
they call the place Wilma’s, simply using my mom’s name—which she really did not like. But
when the word ‘patio’ was added, she gave in. And we’re still using that name some 40 years later.”
The space was small—just 16 tables—and when the federal government passed the Americans
with Disabilities Act in 1996, five tables would have had to be eliminated to make the changes
needed for compliance. Instead, Wilma’s Patio moved to a new, larger location on the same street.
Customers were so loyal that they helped carry furniture from the old place to the new.
“We now have 39 tables, and full capacity is close to 180 people at any one time, with some of
the seating on our two patios—front and back,” Drewry says.
Breakfast at Wilma’s Patio starts at $4.50 for pancakes or French toast, and averages around
$6.75. Only one selection—crab Benedict at $20—could be considered pricey. Lunch tabs start at
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about $9 for burgers, and don’t run much higher. The most expensive item on the menu is a full
seafood dinner with a mango chutney sauce for $22.95. One way the restaurant keeps prices down
is by offering small-plate dinners that range from $9.95 to $16.95.
Popular breakfast dishes include egg enchiladas for $12.50 and Balboa Belly Bombers at
$14.50. The latter are scooped-out mini boules stuffed with a choice of scrambled eggs—ham and
cheddar, Jalisco egg scramble or Italian scramble—as well as a build-your-own option, all served
with hash browns or fresh fruit.
Dinner favorites are mahi mahi tacos—$11 for one taco, $14 for two—and meatloaf, $13.50 in
a sandwich and $14.50 for a platter. The meatloaf is made from a family recipe that uses common
ingredients in an uncommon way, Drewry says.

Numbers game

One of the key numbers at Dory Deli is 127, the number of years since California’s historic
Dory Fishing Fleet was founded. Since 1969, Dory Fleet Market, an outgrowth of the fleet, has
been recognized as a historical landmark by the Newport Beach Historical Society. A baby by
comparison, the deli came along in January 2015, when partners Mario Marovic and Andrew
Gabriel set up shop on the boardwalk at Newport Pier.
“Our goal was to create a family-oriented affordable restaurant with an oceanfront view,”
says Marovic. “For around $30, you can bring a date to watch the sunset on our open-air patio or
seated at the bar. For around $50, you can bring the whole family for a fun day in the sun as you
watch waves hit the sand, and chow down on burgers, sandos—our name for sandwiches—mac `n’
cheese and fries.” A kids menu is available.
Dory Deli keeps long hours—6 a.m. to 1 a.m. daily. Breakfast is served until 11 a.m., Monday
through Friday, and brunch goes until 11:30 a.m. on weekends. A full bar, added during a major
expansion in 2017, offers wine, beer and craft cocktails such as the Beach Please, featuring Ketel

Blackened mahi mahi tacos are a
Lighthouse Cafe specialty.

acfchefs.org
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One vodka, grapefruit, lichi, lemon and agave, and the Castaway Cooler with Botanist gin,
watermelon, honey, lime and cucumber.
Noting that the kitchen is chef-driven, Marovic says, “We refer to ourselves as casual gourmet.
Our No. 1 item is the $9 Boardwalk Breakfast Burrito—scrambled eggs, crispy hash browns, bacon,
avocado and white cheddar. Nothing goes better with a cup of Kéan hot coffee.”
Also popular is The Dory Burger at $11—housemade beef topped with hot pastrami,
horseradish/beet sauce, pickles, caramelized onions and Swiss cheese on a brioche bun. Other
favorites include the $13 ahi poke bowl and the Buffalo Mary, $9, a vegan sandwich made with
crispy cauliflower tossed in buffalo sauce with eggless vegan-friendly ranch dressing, shaved
celery, shaved carrots and fresh greens on a sub roll.

Shacking upscale

Located in the Corona del Mar section of Newport Beach, Tackle Box is a fast-food takeout shack
with fine-dining aspirations. Brian Huskey, chef/co-owner, received formal training at California
Culinary Academy and then worked at several upscale Los Angeles-area restaurants before
graduating to Caneel Bay, a world-famous resort on St. John, U.S. Virgin Islands.
After 18 months, however, along with younger brother Andrew, he decided to open his own
eatery. Now going into its third year, Tackle Box aims to provide quick, simple, unique flavors that
appeal to the masses.
Sandwiches start at $10 and usually include a side of housemade chips. They are sandwiches
that make a statement, according to Huskey. The Cali Cheesesteak, for example, is “our version of
a Philly cheesesteak,” he says. “We make it with fried peppers, crispy onions and white American
cheese.” The fried catfish is crusted with cornmeal and served on a potato roll toasted with clarified
butter. The breakfast chilaquiles are bathed in tomatillo sauce and accompanied by black beans
and a fried egg.
“Our goal is to feed people for $20 or less, and send them away happy and eager to return,”
Huskey says.

Beach meets bistro

Balboa Lily’s, an open-air Balboa Village cafe with a beach-meets-bistro ambience, is already in
its second incarnation—and it’s less than 18 months old. Owner Eunjoo Pluenneke opened under the
name East Balboa Cafe, but local designers Ron Leland and Si Teller prevailed on her to change it to
something with a more playful vibe to better reflect the character of Balboa. She chose the name Lily,
which also is the name of her 11-year-old daughter.
Until this past January, Pluenneke and her manager Thomas Elms were content to serve
breakfast and lunch, plus a variety of specialty coffee drinks, including honey lavender, rose
orange and white chocolate praline lattes. But with the recent hire of Adam Bangert as head chef,
they are now preparing a new dinner menu.
Seeking to be affordable, Pluenneke says, “Our target customer base includes locals and visitors
seeking quality fresh food and drinks at a price point that allows them to frequent the cafe regularly—
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sometimes daily. Our goal is to offer solid value for fresh cafe-style food in an area that is primarily
surrounded by either beach takeout stands or upscale restaurants.” A typical lunch might consist of
a sandwich with a choice of a side dish and a drink for between $14 and $16.
Just because prices are reasonable, the food doesn’t have to be boring. Pluenneke prides
herself on dishes such as Nick’s House Sandwich, a creative combination of pulled pork,
avocado creme, rye bread and a fried egg, $12. Also popular is the Meatless Sandwich featuring
sauteed kale and spinach infused with ginger and lemon, crispy broccoli with a spicy soy
drizzle, and roasted veggies seasoned with cardamom and other spices. Omelets, too, are in
demand, priced at $12.50. Available ingredients are housemade sausage, caramelized onions,
peppers, tomatoes, kale and spinach.

Growth-minded

For everything
a season

Like most seashore destinations, Newport Beach has
definite seasons—despite the myth that Southern
California weather never changes. Nevertheless, even
during December, January, February and March,
when many people continue to walk around in
T-shirts, shorts and flip-flops, restaurant owners know
something is different.
“During the summer, we host guests from all over the
world,” says Mario Marovic, a partner at Dory Deli. In
the winter, however, the restaurant has to rely more
heavily on locally based regulars. With a population
estimated at more than 86,000 in 2016, this is not
a small town, but neither is it a booming metropolis.
Dory Deli tries to attract firefighters, police officers
and lifeguards. “We get to know our customers and
call them by name, because when you’re here, you’re
family,” says Marovic.

Originating in Corona del Mar under the name Panini Cafe, Panini Kabob Grill is a group
of restaurants that defies easy labeling, says founder/owner Mike Rafipoor. “We started out
Also during the winter, he gets busy on social media
in 1995 with one restaurant and a mostly Italian-influenced menu,” he says. “Relatively soon,
such as Instagram and Facebook, staying in touch
however, with our kabobs leading the way, we saw an opportunity to expand and to become
with summer guests and encouraging them to return
more Mediterranean-inspired.”
on their next vacation.
During the past two decades, Panini Kabob Grill grew its base to 11 corporate-owned
Emphasizing Dory Deli’s connection and commitment
to the local community, Marovic says he and his
locations, all in California. Last year, however, it began offering franchises, the first in Los
staff help support the annual Dory Beach cleanup in
Angeles, and the first out-of-state store will open in Phoenix. “We expect growth in the
March as the town gets ready for tourists. “Hundreds
of residents—elementary and high school students,
following years to be tremendous,” Rafipoor says, “and look forward to becoming a national
businesspeople, nonprofit employees and community
brand.
leaders—come out to support clean beaches. It’s
a huge community event and perfect for the whole
“We are a unique concept restaurant—it’s hard to define the character of the restaurant
family. We provide free coffee and hot cocoa to all
along traditional lines. Our restaurants are designed after the upscale European style, but
participants for a fun day in the sun supporting a
great cause.”
we’re fast with our food and casual enough that our patrons can come to eat daily. We also
serve a nice selection of beers and wines. It’s casual-style dining for breakfast, lunch and
dinner with Mediterranean and Persian influences.”
The average check per person for lunch and dinner is $15-$17, including a beverage. “On the
other hand,” Rafipoor says, “our family-style meals feed four to five people, and the price comes
down to about $7 or $8 per person—and that includes a choice of salad and basmati rice, brown
OPPOSITE AND ABOVE, LEFT TO
rice or wheat bulgur.”
RIGHT: 1) Brian Huskey, left, and
Chicken kabob, lentil soup, a hummus trio, a date salad with blackened shrimp and pomegranate his brother Andrew are the owners
of Tackle Box. 2) The eponymous
vinaigrette dressing, and tiramisu are among the more popular dishes. And the food is trendily healthful. lighthouse behind executive chef
“We use antibiotic- and hormone-free chicken from Wayne Farms and choose only the tenders, Ryan Sumner, Lighthouse Cafe.
(photo credit: Bob Hodson) 3) Table
which gives our kabobs a juiciness that everyone raves about,” says Rafipoor. “The lentil soup is service, a takeout case and a counter
made with organic lentils and real vegetable broth, so it’s great for people on a vegan diet. The are three ways to obtain food at Dory
Deli on the Newport Beach boardwalk.
hummus trio, our most popular appetizer, is made from scratch without using any tahini, because 4) Panini Kabob Grill serves a menu
that ranges from Mediterraneanwe believe tahini would make the hummus heavy on the stomach and add unnecessary fats.
kabobs and other healthy
“Perhaps most important, we are a true scratch kitchen. We prepare 100% of our dishes in- inspired
dishes to Italian-influenced panini
house. And nothing is ever frozen except the ice cream.”
sandwiches and dessert.
acfchefs.org
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Affordable waterfront dining
The average price point at Lighthouse Cafe is $20 per person for lunch and about $30 for
dinner. “This is relatively inexpensive for a restaurant with a waterfront location,” says executive
chef Ryan Sumner.
A son of the owners of Irvine Ranch Market in Costa Mesa, California, Sumner attended
Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary Arts in Los Angeles, Pasadena, California, right after high
school, where he learned classic techniques and fundamentals of French cuisine. Working in the
fast-paced environment of The Beachcomber at Crystal Cove, he quickly moved up the ranks to
sous chef and then, banquet chef.
Following this gig, Sumner assisted chef Seakyeong Kim at Charlie Palmer at Bloomingdale’s in
Costa Mesa. “This is where I truly fell in love with the kitchen,” he says, “and I have never looked back.”
Opened in December 2015, Lighthouse Cafe has already been rated by Gayot as one of the top
10 best-value restaurants in Orange County. “And we just received a brand-new liquor license,”
Sumner says.
Popular dishes include: slow-roasted tomato pasta featuring penne, garlic, basil, peas, chipotle
cream sauce and Parmesan cheese for $15.99 (chicken, shrimp, salmon or skirt steak can be added
for an additional charge); blackened mahi mahi tacos with lemon oregano slaw, cilantro crema,
pico de gallo, cilantro and a petite salad for $11.99; and a buttermilk-fried chicken sandwich
with slaw, house pickles and herb mayo on a brioche bun for $15.99. The most expensive item
on the menu—at $34.99—is slow-braised osso buco featuring “fall-off-the-bone” veal shanks,
mascarpone polenta, heirloom carrots and parsley.

Back to the future

ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
1) Balboa Lily’s is an open-air cafe
popular with local residents.
2) Chicken teriyaki at Wilma’s Patio.
3) Buffalo cauliflower is a popular dish
at Tackle Box.
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Stepping into Ruby’s Diner on Balboa Pier is like stepping into a time machine. Décor at
this family restaurant and others in the chain so closely resembles the character of 1940s and
1950s restaurants that it inevitably sparks smiles and, occasionally, tears on the faces of delighted
patrons. Like those diner establishments of the past, Ruby’s is a family restaurant specializing in
burgers, shakes and other comfort foods. And, prices are moderate.
Founder/CEO Doug Cavanaugh opened the first Ruby’s in 1982, mining a nostalgic vein for
seniors and creating a sense of wonder among youngsters. That the concept still has currency is
evidenced by OC Weekly’s selection of Ruby’s as the Best Diner of 2017.
The typical price range for lunch is between $12 and $20 per person, and dinners generally fit into
the $15-$24 range. Cavanaugh says the specialty of the house is the classic Rubyburger with brioche
bun, crisp lettuce, fresh tomato, a ⅓-pound patty grilled to perfection and signature RubySauce.
Also popular is a wide variety of handmade thick milkshakes, including one with Oreo flavoring. 
Alan Richman, former editor/associate publisher of Whole Foods magazine, is a New Jersey-based freelance writer focusing on food
and nutrition. Contact arkr@comcast.net.
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I

magine eating fish
at a restaurant where the
seafood is as fresh as the produce that
adorns the plate. Now imagine eating fish caught in waters fewer than 100 miles offshore.
This is sea-to-table, and it happens at the Southern California coast every day at a clutch
of “seacology”-minded chef-driven restaurants, from seafood shacks to white-tablecloth hotel
restaurants, where the proteins being served are drawn from the day’s catch.
Within the greater Newport Beach region, from Dana Point inland to Orange and back out
to the coast at Laguna Niguel, fishermen and chefs work closely together to afford diners the
opportunity to enjoy fish and seafood at its freshest and finest.

A handle on sourcing

PHOTO CREDIT ©Scott Sporleder

Fishmonger Paddy Glennon has lived and breathed the local seafood scene here for years and
has strong opinions about the subject. “My job includes buying product, logistics, sales and, most
importantly, education and discovery. If the chefs call me a mentor, I have done my job well. If our
fishermen call me their bridge to direct sales, I have done my job as a member of this planet. We
now have a nice surge of chefs who are practicing what they preach with integrity.”
Glennon says that chefs must ask hard questions, such as where is the fish from, what is the
method of catch, how much bycatch gets caught and wasted by this method, is local wildlife
protected and how are fishermen being audited.
Another leader on the local seafood front, Scott Breneman is a fourth-generation dory fleet
fisherman who catches only fish that are certified sustainable. “Everything is caught hook and
line,” he says. “Seventy to eighty miles away from the shore, we use long lines with smaller lines
branching off them. We use 10,000-12,000 hooks on lines per trip reeled out into deep water where
we bring up black cod and rockfish with limited bycatch.”

ABOVE: Local sardines.

acfchefs.org
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Heavily regulated, Breneman deals with six agencies. He fishes an area, and then
leaves it alone for a few years to let the stock rebuild. “I take pride in my product,” he
says. “It’s a wonderful feeling to hand someone something that’s hard to find, that’s
still moving, still alive. And it’s just as satisfying to see people happy and excited
about getting a good product.”

Story time

Local Halibut
Aguachile

Kyle St. John, Chef de Cuisine
The Ranch at Laguna Beach
Laguna Beach, California
Yield: 12 (4 oz.) servings
8 oz. chopped serrano pepper
1 tomatillo
8 oz. purified water
16 oz. fresh lime juice
8 oz. cilantro, leaves and stems
Salt, to taste
3 oz. halibut, sliced sashimi-style
Shaved radish sticks (purple ninja radish
or similar)
2 oz. pickled red onion
2 oz. pickled tomatillo

Harvest locally

Kyle St. John, chef de cuisine at The Ranch at Laguna Beach, a luxury 98-room hotel,
staunchly
subscribes to the use of locally grown ingredients. The produce he uses couldn’t
1 oz. blue cornmeal crisps
be more local—onsite there’s a half-acre garden that yields seasonal vegetables, herbs and
1. Combine serrano pepper, tomatillo,
purified water, lime juice, cilantro and
tree fruits freshly picked and featured on the menu that day. “That philosophy extends to the
salt. Blend aguachile mixture with
fish and seafood featured on the menu,” he says.
immersion blender.
St. John has forged strong relationships with many local suppliers, and Troli is one of
2. Put halibut in shallow mixing bowl. Add
aguachile mixture; marinate briefly.
them. He drops fish on ice at the hotel’s back door regularly, and St. John is impressed with
his honesty and integrity. “I tell him, ‘Whatever you’ve got, bring it.’ I believe in what he’s
3. Place halibut on plate; top with radish,
cucumber, red onion and tomatillo.
doing, and his products fit so well into the overall philosophy of the menu.”
Garnish with micro cilantro sprigs and
At the restaurant, St. John taps into the hunger for piquant seasonings in his local fish
blue cornmeal crisps.
ceviche prepared aguachile-style. Originating in Sinaloa, Mexico, the ceviche features
serranos, tomatillos and cilantro pulverized with purified water. It’s edged with lime juice and
garnished with pickled red onions, locally grown micro cilantro and a blue cornmeal crisp.
2 oz. micro cilantro

Respect the fish

At Craft House in Dana Point, chef/owner Blake Mellgren is marrying locally caught seafood
with inspiration from farmers market produce. His seasonally driven menu is changed quarterly
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PHOTO CREDITS Above, The Ranch at Laguna Beach; opposite, Blake Mellgren

2 oz. deseeded, sliced cucumber

For eight years, executive chef/partner Greg Daniels has carved out a niche at
Haven Gastropub in Old Towne Orange (35 miles from Newport Beach), a market
better known for chain restaurants than for distinctive one-offs. Offering elevated food
in a casual environment in a historic part of the city of Orange, what has spurred his fish
and seafood program, Daniels says, comes down to one man, commercial fisherman
Ryan Troli. Troli, owner/operator of Harbor Fish Company, San Clemente, offers a
unique service—he fishes for and then delivers the day’s catch to the restaurant’s door.
“We tweak our fish offerings daily, and fully rely on Ryan’s catch,” Daniels says.
“Currently, the halibut on our menu comes directly from him. But when that’s not
available, we adapt and alter our menu offerings, which in turn provides our serving
staff with a story to tell to our guests.”
Daniels and his staff educate the dining public about the sustainable sourcing of fish.
Taking his cue from the craze for Asian-inflected foods, Daniels wraps halibut in napa
cabbage, gives it a quick sear and then steams it briefly until just done. He serves it with a
kimchee-flavored beurre blanc, and garnishes the plate with a cabbage salad dressed with a
gochujang (Korean chili sauce) vinaigrette.
Given that he does not maintain a storefront, and realizing that his business is as much
about service as it is about product, Troli keeps close ties to local chefs, texting them a list
of what he’s caught while still at sea.
“We want to make a difference by doing rod and reel, not purse seining, which traps more
bycatch,” he says. “We go out to sea five times a week and catch exactly what we need, with
none left over. Handling the fish one at a time offers a huge advantage—carefully handled, the
fish are in pristine condition. But I seek feedback from the chefs every time we sell them fish.”

Pan-Roasted Halibut with Persimmon
Puree and Salsa Secca
Blake Mellgren, Chef/Owner, and Jason Naaman, Sous Chef
Craft House
Dana Point, California
Grapeseed oil, as needed
6 oz. fresh halibut per serving
Salt, as needed
Butter, as needed
Fresh lemon juice, as needed
Persimmon Puree (recipe follows)
Charred Cucumber Oil (recipe follows)
Salsa Secca (recipe follows)
Purple cauliflower, grated (1 oz. per serving), for garnish
1. Add grapeseed oil to saute pan; heat. Season halibut with salt; place in
pan. Cook on medium to high heat for 1 minute. Finish in 500°F oven for
3-5 minutes. Add butter and squeeze of lemon to pan; baste fish.
2. To serve: Ladle 6 oz. persimmon puree onto plate. Place halibut in middle.
For each serving, dress ½ cup salsa with 1 T. lemon juice, 1 oz. charred
cucumber oil and 1 t. salt; place around plate. Grate 1 oz. raw purple
cauliflower on microplane; sprinkle over plate.

with daily featured dishes that place the piscine protein at the
center of the plate. “At the restaurant, we are consciously using
rod-and-reel-caught fish in a casual yet refined setting,” he says.
“We connect with fishermen, and often get the first right of
refusal for just-caught beautiful yellowfin tuna or other prime
whole fish that are brought in.”
Once the fish is procured, Mellgren says his sous chefs have
creative latitude to develop dishes to feature on the menu. “I instill
in them a respect for the fish and a wish to let the freshness and
quality shine on the plate.” The restaurant’s go-to cooking method
is to pan-roast the fish in a bit of oil followed by a slick of butter to
finish it off just before serving. “Simplest is best,” he adds.
Craft House credits the fisherman and provides information
regarding the name of the boat, where the fish was caught, at what
depth, and even the rod and reel used to catch it. “Transparency
and completeness in communicating information to the guests
are keys to our success,” Mellgren says.
Newport Beach and its surrounding areas are places
where “fresh,” “local” and “seasonally inspired” are not just
catchwords, but the mantra of chefs leading restaurants in a
setting with so much within reach. It’s a vibrant marine scene at
the intersection of working fishermen making connections with
chefs who are hungry to use the best of what comes out of local
waters. And there is a public primed to be educated about it, and
ready to taste fresh seafood sensitively handled and minimally
manipulated. What could be more delicious? 

Persimmon Puree
Yield: 2 quarts
2 lbs. fuyu persimmons
1 lb. ripe hachiya persimmons
1 quart cream, or as needed
Method: Peel and large-dice fuyu and hachiya persimmons. Place in saucepot
with enough cream to cover; simmer for 20 minutes or until persimmons are
tender. In electric blender, puree until smooth.
Charred Cucumber Oil
Yield: 1 quart
2 Persian cucumbers
2 cups grapeseed/canola oil
Salt, to taste
Method: Slice cucumbers lengthwise. Lightly oil; char on grill. Put cucumbers
and grapeseed/canola oil in blender with salt; blend until steam escapes.
Strain through coffee filter.
Salsa Secca
Yield: 2 quarts
3 fuyu persimmons, peeled, small dice
Seeds of 1 pomegranate
2 Persian cucumbers, small dice
Red Flame grapes, cut in eighths
Lemon juice, to taste
Salt, to taste
Method: Mix together fuyu persimmon, pomegranate seeds, cucumber and
grapes. Finish with lemon juice, salt and charred cucumber oil.

Robert Wemischner (www.RobertWemischner.com) teaches professional baking at Los Angeles
Trade-Technical College and is the author of four books, most recently, The Dessert Architect
(Cengage Learning, 2010). He is currently at work on his fifth book.
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Lighthouse Cafe, in the middle of Newport Beach’s Marina
Park, Balboa Peninsula, draws families and dog lovers
looking for refreshment and respite on the waterfront.

It’s the town’s best-kept secret.
By Amy Paturel

T

he picturesque Newport Beach harbor boasts barking seals, cawing seagulls, charming
waterfront homes and, yes, great food. From gussied-up caviar to no-nonsense fish and chips,
several dockside eateries offer boaters a chance to dock and dine. Some cruisers even set their
course based on what they feel like eating and drinking.
Whether you’re interested in breakfast, lunch or dinner—or a platter of bites to bring onboard
your vessel—Newport Beach Dock & Dine showcases 20 different restaurants ready to deliver.
While slip availability is typically first-come, first-served, some waterfront restaurants allow you
to reserve space if you call in advance. Once you arrive, many of these eateries offer dockside
assistance, boat-side delivery and, in some cases, service staff to join you on board.

The Cannery Seafood of the Pacific

The place: Built in 1921 as a commercial fish cannery, The Cannery has a rich and storied
history. What began as a factory where workers canned at a rate of 400 cases per day became a
prominent waterfront restaurant in 1973. A developer purchased the property in 1999, with plans
to build homes, but a Newport Beach businessman, Jack Croul, stepped in and bought it out from
under him. Today, it remains one of the town’s favorite dining establishments.
The eats: Seafood is a staple at this popular two-story eatery, with wild line-caught fish, freshout-of-the-water shellfish and handcrafted sushi. One of chef Philip Tangonan’s signature dishes is
Peruvian baked scallops finished with flying fish roe. The housemade tagliatelle pasta with manila
clams wows with saffron nage and panko breadcrumbs, while ahi tuna served rare with yuzu
truffle marinade, pearl barley and shishito peppers delights. “We let the flavors of our premier
ingredients shine through in the preparation,” says Alyssa McDiarmid, general manager.
From the sushi bar, chef Mark Cruz serves a 9-1-1 roll featuring spicy tuna, shrimp tempura and
cucumber wrapped in seaweed and sushi rice topped with sliced yellowtail and jalapeño, finished
with chili garlic oil. The combination of cool and spice delivers a powerful sinus-clearing, tongueacfchefs.org
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numbing effect that heat lovers devour. Such unique
recipes allow guests to step outside the box while
still keeping one toe firmly planted in the familiar,
says Colby Reedy, assistant general manager.
The drinks: Open seven days a week with special
pricing 3:30-7 p.m. daily, Jellyfish Bar boasts one
of the longest happy hours in Orange County. But
whether you sip upstairs in Jellyfish or downstairs
adjacent to the dining room in The Snug, you’ll find
innovative elixirs alongside standout wine selections.
A seasonal favorite: The Winter Cosmo featuring Ketel One Citroen, Clear Creek cranberry liqueur,
Douglas Fir Eau de Vie and lime, finished with a torched rosemary-sprig garnish.
The dockside advantage: With 220 feet of dock space, The Cannery is a natural choice for
people who have large vessels. “We’re one of the only restaurants in the harbor where you’re off
the boat and into the restaurant,” says Reedy.
Of course, some fare travels better than others, so The Cannery Seafood of the Pacific has
created special menus for boaters on the go. Popular choices include sushi, salads and platters. If
boaters run out of beer or wine, a liquor license allows for the sale of adult refreshments from the
dock. There is also has a 22-foot Bayliner Duffy, Cannery 1, available for rent.

Participating Dock
& Dine restaurants
A & O Kitchen + Bar
Billy’s at the Beach
Bluewater Grill
The Cannery Seafood of the Pacific
The Dock
Harborside Restaurant
JSH Marina Cafe
Lido Bottle Works
Lido Marina Village
Lighthouse Cafe
Newport Landing Restaurant
Nobu Newport Beach
Pizza Nova
SOL Cocina
3-Thirty-3 Waterfront
Waterline Newport Beach
The Winery Restaurant & Wine Bar
Woody’s Wharf
Zinqué
Note: courtesy of Newport Beach

The place: Smack in the middle of Newport Beach’s Marina Park in Balboa Peninsula,
Lighthouse Cafe draws families and dog lovers looking for refreshment and respite on the
waterfront. The dog-friendly patio and spectacular views of the marina are just two advantages.
The nearby sailing center inspired the restaurant’s clean, slightly nautical theme, and because the
building looks like a lighthouse, it’s hard to miss.
The eats: For breakfast, Lighthouse Cafe serves up croissant French toast topped with salted
caramel, bruleed bananas, toasted almonds and whipped cream, along with a variety of egg and
omelet dishes. Cinnamon-sugar beignets are another favorite. “They’re light and fluffy, almost like
a lighter version of a cinnamon roll,” says executive chef Ryan Sumner, who also includes these
guilty pleasures on the dessert menu.
Lunch offers an array of burgers, sandwiches, salads and soups. Favorites include rich, creamy
New England clam chowder with bacon and chives; blackened mahi mahi tacos served with lemon
oregano slaw, cilantro crema and pico de gallo; and braised short rib grilled cheese (short rib,
Muenster and smoked Gouda on Parmesan sourdough bread). Sumner uses IPA beer to batter
the housemade fish and chips, and serves his signature Hokkaido seared scallops with sweet corn
relish, cauliflower puree and baby zucchini.
For dessert, Lighthouse Cafe pays homage to the Girl Scouts with Campfire Smores Fondue—
toasted marshmallow and chocolate with graham cracker chips on top. All proceeds from sales of
the dessert go to the Girl Scouts.
The drinks: Lighthouse Cafe serves up a modest selection of beer and wine, featuring mostly
California selections. Mixed drinks boast clever names—The Lighthouse Sparkler, The Duffy
Cruise and Cabo Morning—and feature fresh-squeezed juices, fine spirits and sweet infusions.
The establishment also serves up bloody marys in oversized mason jars and bottomless mimosas
on Saturdays and Sundays for $10 with the purchase of an entree.
ABOVE, LEFT: Peruvian baked scallops at The Cannery.
ABOVE, RIGHT: Lighthouse Cafe’s cinnamon-sugar beignets can be enjoyed at breakfast and for dessert.
OPPOSITE: At The Winery, these melt-in-your-mouth, fall-off-the-bone short ribs, left, have been braised in Zinfandel wine; and
the restaurant’s patio, right, features two stone fireplaces.
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Back Bay Bistro

Lighthouse Cafe

The dockside advantage: Lighthouse Cafe
has been offering dock-and-dine services
since it opened in December 2015. “There’s a
100-foot docking area where you can pull up
your boat and dine for up to two hours, and
a slip for overnight parking,” says Sumner.
Lighthouse Cafe also offers boaters takeout
options and full-service catering.

The Winery Restaurant &
Wine Bar

The place: The Winery Restaurant’s
inviting two-tier dining room offers sweeping
marina views, two bars, two patios (one
specifically for cigar enthusiasts) and a robust cellar. “The open concept lends itself to a vibrant,
bustling, people-watching schematic,” says founder/managing partner JC Clow. With two doublesided fireplaces and 700 square feet of patio space, special events and soirees are a natural fit.
The eats: Chef Yvon Goetz sources ingredients from boutique farms and fisheries to deliver
sought-after farm-to-table and ocean-to-table menu options ranging from kangaroo, snake and
ostrich to more familiar wild game flavors such as duck and venison. “Elk might be on the menu
for 10 days straight and then disappear for weeks at a time,” says Clow. “In that sense, it’s like the
dining establishments you see in Napa and San Francisco, but with a stunning ocean view.”
A few signature dishes are mainstays. The Zinfandel-braised bone-in beef short ribs is a
standout with fall-off-the-bone, melt-in-your-mouth meat, one of many dishes that feature wine in
the preparation. Sometimes Goetz will serve it with a rich risotto, sometimes with carrot-infused
pearl couscous and sometimes with a root vegetable puree. “But he almost always dresses it with a
side of prosciutto-wrapped asparagus,” says Clow.
Seafood selections, too, include prized ingredients. Popular Hawaiian choices such as ono,
opaka, onaga and mahi mahi often land at the restaurant less than 24 hours after being caught.
The cioppino boasts some of the freshest shellfish in the Pacific. And the signature seafood tower
features a 10-ounce lobster tail, 8 ounces of king crab, six oysters, six jumbo shrimp and six ahi
spoons for scooping. Guests also have the option of adding an ounce of Tsar Nicoulai Reserve
caviar for an additional $145.
The drinks: True to its name, The Winery houses 6,400 bottles of wine and an extensive wine
list with more than 650 selections representing every major wine region in the world. Whether
you’re looking for an old-world wine from Argentina or a new-world bottle from New Zealand, The
Winery delivers. It even houses 120 private wine lockers.
“Newport Beach is home to a lot of local celebrities and athletes who reserve their own wine
lockers,” says Clow. “They often have their own vessels, too. So if they’re entertaining clients or
friends and family on a weekend, they’ll ask us to prepare a charcuterie platter, some cold and hot
appetizers, and pull a few bottles from their locker.”
For regular folks looking for a good time on a Friday night, the restaurant also offers a full bar
complete with signature mixed drinks, small-batch bourbons, malt scotches and high-end tequilas.
The dockside advantage: Large enough to accommodate a 75-foot vessel, The Winery has two
private docks and three slips behind its waterfront location that can accommodate about 10 Duffy
boats at a time. “On the weekends, we try to hold at least one slip for one of the larger vessels,”
says Clow. 
Amy Paturel, a freelance journalist based in Murrieta, California, writes about food, wine, travel, health and fitness.
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NEWPORT BEACH practicing sustainability

P r a c t ici n g
Sustainability
It can increase trust in the marketplace, encourage
healthier eating and reduce waste. // By Rob Benes

R

ecent food and restaurant industry studies indicate that sustainability is more
than a passing fad. Between third quarter 2016 and third quarter 2017 there was a
26.4% increase in the use of the term “sustainable” by operators menuing such items,
according to Chicago-based Technomic’s MenuMonitor. The National Restaurant
Association’s annual menu trends for 2018 found that chefs ranked hyper-local
sourcing, environmental sustainability, natural ingredients/clean menus, and locally
sourced produce, meat and seafood among the top 10 food trends in the industry.
Newport Beach restaurants, too, focus on local and sustainable foods, using
ingredients from gardens and local farmers markets, and locally caught seafood.
“Sustainability and the support of locally driven ingredients has been on
the radar nationally for the past year,” says Dreux Ellis, executive chef at Café
Gratitude. “Newport Beach chefs have responded to the call. The negative impact
of industrial agriculture on the environment and our health is clear. So, as chefs,
we’re now looking at how we can redirect our resources and creativity in a
direction that supports a sustainable future.”
Here, we highlight several Newport Beach-area restaurants that are
practicing sustainability.

Babette’s // 7962 E. Coast Highway, Newport Coast
babettesnewportbeach.com // 949.715.9915
On the menu at Babette’s, the poultry and beef are organic and grass-fed,
the seafood is wild and caught locally, and there are many vegetarian and vegan
options made with locally grown produce. One part of the menu is dedicated to
plant-based entrees. There’s also a full bar and a juice bar that makes smoothies
and mocktails infused with fresh herbs. Babette’s is not a big place, with only a
dozen tables inside facing the Pacific Ocean and a few outside on the olive-treelined patio. There’s also a fire pit on the patio and fleece blankets on each chair for
when the sun sets. Babette’s serves breakfast, lunch, dinner and takeout.

Bear Flag Fish Company // 3421 Via Lido
bearflagfishco.com // 949.673.3474
Bear Flag Fish Company is more a joint than a restaurant. It doesn’t take
reservations, there’s no table service, and you may have to stand in line to order food
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PHOTO CREDIT Café Gratitude

Café Gratitude’s whole/macrobiotic
bowl includes braised garnet yams,
adzuki beans, sea vegetables, sauteed
greens, kimchee, garlic tahini, toasted
almonds, and brown rice or quinoa.
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while someone else in your party claims a place to sit. There’s a healthy,
high-quality seafood menu and a fresh-seafood market. Menu items include
a sashimi plate, smoked fish, poke, ceviche, shrimp cocktail, oysters and
clams on the half shell, New England clam chowder and cioppino, a variety
of grilled-fish plates, seafood rice bowls, grilled-seafood sandwiches and fish
tacos. Daily specials include two Pabst Blue Ribbon beers for $5 on Mondays
and $2 Taco Tuesdays (grilled panko-crusted white fish with cabbage, pico de
gallo and Tommy sauce). Bear Flag Fish Company serves lunch, dinner and to-go.

Bluewater Grill // 630 Lido Park Drive
bluewatergrill.com // 949.675.3474

Café Gratitude // 1617 Westcliff Drive
cafegratitude.com // 949.386.8100
Café Gratitude is a collection of plant-based restaurants specializing in gourmet
cuisine. It has been 100% organic since it was founded, and within the past year
has focused attention on supporting regenerative agriculture, which moves beyond
organic into the realm of how agriculture can sequester carbon and rebuild the soil.
“A plant-based menu is really the perfect vehicle for featuring the benefits of organic
agriculture,” says Dreux Ellis. “The sheer variety of fruits and vegetables that create
the Gratitude menu is really the proof in the pudding. As a chef, I often feel like my
job is to not interfere too much with the produce and allow the natural flavor to shine.
The quality speaks for itself and creates an inherent sense of well-being for our guests.”
Café Gratitude serves lunch, dinner, happy hour and to-go.

Farmhouse // 2301 San Joaquin Hills Road, Corona del Mar
farmhouserg.com // 949.640.1415
ABOVE, FROM TOP: 1) Café Gratitude serves
100% organic plant-based items, as well as
juices, wellness drinks, cocktails, wines and
teas. 2) Grilled Ibérico secreto pork served
with carrot/ginger puree, foie gras mousse
and pickled plum at Lido Bottle Works.
3) The 1,300-square-foot organic raised-bed
garden at Provenance supplies much of what
the restaurant uses daily.
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Chef/owner Rich Mead and Roger’s Gardens have partnered to establish a
sustainable field-to-fork dining experience at Farmhouse. Mead has relationships
with local farms that allow him to offer the freshest seasonally appropriate salads and
specially grown vegetables. Menu items include a chopped grilled-vegetable salad,
grilled Asian beef short ribs, herb-roasted Jidori chicken, grilled curry-crusted Pacific
swordfish and a half-pound burger served with rustic wedge-cut potatoes, as well as
more than a half-dozen roasted-vegetable sides from produce picked daily in Roger’s
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PHOTO CREDITS Above, from top: 1) Café Gratitude 2) Lido Bottle Works 3) Provenance; opposite, Terranea Resort

It’s no surprise that Bluewater Grill was voted “Best Seafood” in Orange County.
The restaurant takes its responsibility to maintain and improve the environment
seriously. Its goal is to use only fish selected by the Monterey Bay Aquarium Seafood
Watch Program as best choices or good alternatives, or as approved by other certifying
organizations. The fish purchased is selected to fit the criteria of sustainability,
environmental impact and ethical/best aquaculture practices and harvest guidelines.
Suppliers must have a sustainable approach to purchasing from fishermen whose fish
comes from fisheries using environmentally responsible harvesting methods. The menu
includes more than 40 varieties of seafood, as well as shellfish, meat and poultry, salads
and soups, and a kids menu approved by the National Restaurant Association’s Kids
LiveWell program. Bluewater Grill serves lunch, dinner, brunch and a happy hour
menu, and has a full bar and wine list.

Gardens. Farmhouse features wines, craft beers, signature
cocktails and artisan refreshments, and serves lunch and dinner.

Lido Bottle Works // 3408 Via Oporto
lidobottleworks.com // 949.529.2784
Lido Bottle Works is focused on local, sustainable foods,
including ingredients from the restaurant’s three gardens,
Santa Monica farmers market and fish hand-selected daily from
Dory Fishing Fleet Market. “I’m so adamant about seasonal ingredients. Everyone
says, ‘farm-to-table,’ but we’re seed-to-table,” says Amy Lebrun, executive chef. The
restaurant has a garden on its perimeter, one in adjacent Costa Mesa and a third in
Santa Ana. Dishes are meant to be paired with the 15 draft craft beers, 40 craft beers
in bottles and 25 wines. The wine program centers on California-grown grapes and
winemakers who offer sustainably produced wines, ideally by organic or biodynamic
farming methods. The cocktail program focuses on original-recipe vermouth-based
libations, with offerings that change seasonally. Lido Bottle Works serves lunch,
dinner, late night and weekend brunch.

Provenance // 2531 Eastbluff Drive
provenanceoc.com // 949.718.0477
Cathy Pavlos, chef/owner, has a close relationship with her suppliers and the
suppliers’ suppliers. Because Provenance is a seasonal restaurant, all dishes change
or evolve every couple of months to reflect what’s in season and what’s in the garden.
The restaurant is vegetable-forward and ingredient-driven, with much of the produce
coming from the 1,300-square-foot organic raised-bed garden on the premises. Menu
items include signature sandwiches and lighter fare at lunch, and the addition of larger
plates at dinner along with daily specials. The kitchen makes all sauces, dressings and
other items with a focus on canning, preserving and smoking. The menu features only
humanely raised meats, such as certified Angus beef, free-range turkey, hormonefree chicken and wild seafood. A full bar complements the food with fresh, seasonal
cocktails. “People in Newport Beach expect that a restaurant will be field-to-fork, or
at least have a nodding acquaintance with the concept,” Pavlos says. “It doesn’t seem
necessary anymore to tell people that we are farm-to-fork. They expect it.” Provenance
serves lunch and dinner.

Sessions West Coast Deli // 2825 Newport Blvd. //
sessionswcd.com // 949.220.9001

Sustainability road trip
Terranea Resort // 100 Terranea Way, Rancho Palos Verdes
terranea.com // 310.494.7891
Terranea Resort, an hour’s drive from Newport Beach, is
committed to on-premises sourcing and environmental
sustainability. While the notion of farm-to-table can feel
a bit trite these days, the culinary program at Terranea
walks the walk, particularly compelling considering
the footprint of this expansive resort—102 acres on
the Rancho Palos Verdes peninsula. Olives (and olive
oil), honey, seasonal fruits and vegetables are grown
or harvested on-property or as part of a co-op with
neighbors, contributing to ingredients used at the
resort’s multiple dining destinations.
Recently, Bernard Ibarra, executive chef, introduced
chickens (with a handmade chicken coop from an
Amish farm in Pennsylvania as their home) to the onproperty farm and culinary program. The culinary team
uses scraps from the various resort kitchens to feed the
chickens, integrates fresh eggs into menu offerings and
hosts educational guest programming around the new
addition. Goats are expected to be added later this year.
Terranea’s sea salt conservatory, located along the
Palos Verdes bluffs overlooking the Pacific Ocean,
maintains a sea salt harvesting program to produce
Terranea’s signature sea salt. Ibarra and his staff
bring buckets of local seawater from the ocean to
the conservatory, a natural evaporation greenhouse
off Terranea’s cove. It takes three to five weeks for
the seawater in the conservatory to become salt, and
environmental factors such as sun, wind, fog and rain
affect the production schedule. Following rainfall,
Ibarra will wait a minimum of 10 days to collect water
from the ocean, to avoid contamination caused by
runoff and ensure better-quality salt.
The resort recently invested in a biodigester to help
repurpose applicable waste into usable fertilizer and
renewable energy. While California has set a goal
of having 75% of all waste recycled, composted or
reduced by 2020, Terranea has set a more ambitious
goal: 80% of waste not going to a landfill.

Guests are immediately drawn into the food experience at Sessions West Coast Deli
through an open kitchen. Featuring 20 hot and cold sandwiches, housemade sauces, and a
variety of sides, salads and soups prepared daily, all the food is made to order with fresh
locally grown produce, humanely and naturally raised meats, and locally baked bread
delivered daily from OC Baking Company. There is also a selection of locally roasted
coffee beverages from Golden State Coffee Roasters, and a selection of craft beer and
boutique wines. Sessions West Coast Deli serves breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
Rob Benes is a Chicago-based hospitality-industry writer. Contact him at robbenes@comcast.net.
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news bites
1.

Chefcertification.com joins effort to end
childhood obesity

Chef on the move

Kenneth Trout, CEC, CCA, AAC, has taken the position of corporate

Chefcertification.com is offering a 10% course discount and a $5 donation
to ACFEF’s Chef & Child initiative for each course registered using a
promotional key code. The funds will assist ACFEF in its effort to educate
the community about proper nutrition and the dangers of childhood obesity
and provide tools and resources for community-based programs led by
ACF chef members. Courses listed at chefcertification.com have been
pre-approved for continuing-education hours for initial and recertification
requirements. Register for a course at chefcertification.com and enter
the key code CCFncr17 to receive a 10% discount. Once registration
and payment have been processed, Chefcertification.com will make a $5
donation per course registered to ACFEF’s Chef & Child initiative.

executive chef with ICON Hospitality at The Carriage House, Galloway,
New Jersey. In his new position, he oversees all ICON Hospitality
properties: Gourmet Italian Cuisine, Gourmet Liquors, Gourmet Catering,
Luscious & Sweet Bakery and The Carriage House. Trout is a member of
ACF Professional Chefs Association of South Jersey.

2.

New CMC brings number to 71

Arnaud Berthelier, CMC, chef at the Union Club, Cleveland, passed the
certified master chef (CMC) exam during a makeup session held Feb. 2-4
at Schoolcraft College, Livonia, Michigan. The CMC is the highest level
of certification a chef can receive in the U.S. This brings the number of
CMCs in the nation to 71. Berthelier is a member of ACF Palm Beach

Pictured, left to right: David Turin, CEC; Senator Susan Collins; Peter

County Chefs Association.

Brokofsky; and Megan Manseau, CC.

3.

4.

Chapter participates in fundraiser

Members of ACF Casco Bay Culinary Association of Portland ME

Veterans enjoy brunch, courtesy of chapter

Each year, ACF Professional Chefs Association of South Jersey provides

participated in a fundraiser for the Northern New England Chapter Cystic

brunch for veterans at Vineland Veterans Memorial Home, Vineland,

Fibrosis Foundation, Nov. 3, 2017, at Ocean Gateway Terminal, Portland,

New Jersey. The brunch, named “Serving Those That Have Served

Maine. The chapter provided one of the appetizer tasting stations.

Us,” was held Jan. 21 this year. The chapter obtains all food, which
is donated by its many purveyors, chapter members, local casinos

Continuing Education Hours (CEHs)
ACF offers a range of continuing-education opportunities to enhance skills
and maintain ACF certification, including a quiz generated from articles in
each issue of The National Culinary Review. Download and complete the
questions, register at eCulinary and take the online quiz to earn four CEHs.
Are you an ACFEF apprentice supervising chef? You can earn 12 CEHs
per calendar year for the entire year you supervise apprentices. Contact
your program director for more information. Visit http://www.ACFChefs.org/
Approved CEHs for a complete list of approved CEH opportunities.

and private restaurants in the area. Chapter members look forward to
the brunch each year, in particular the interaction they have with the
veterans. Many chefs, culinary students and honor guard members help
with the event, which has become the most popular event of the year
for the veterans at Vineland Veterans Memorial Home. The veterans’
families also enjoy the day with their loved ones. Pictured, left to right:
Kenneth Trout, CEC, CCA, AAC, chapter president; David Goldstein,
chapter chairman of the board; Neil Granato, foodservice supervisor,
Vineland Veterans Memorial Home; and Wolfgang Geckeler, CEC, AAC,
HOF, chapter treasurer.

In Memoriam
Thomas J. Landusky, CEC
ACF Columbus Chapter

James C. Minton II
ACF Michigan Chefs de Cuisine Association

G. Eric Laqua, AAC
ACF Chef’s Association of Arizona, Inc.

Jack Saulsgiver, CWPC
ACF Middle Tennessee Chapter

Stanley Justo, AAC
Chefs & Culinary Professionals of Chicagoland

Richard W. Taylor, CEC, AAC
ACF Cleveland Chapter Inc.
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Correction
Robert Bell III’s certifications on page
60, February NCR, should be CEC, CCA.

CompetitiveEdge

Upcoming ACF-Approved Competitions
Visit www.acfchefs.org for more information and updates.
March 3, 2018
Delmarva Chefs & Cooks Association
Site: Worcester Technical High School, Newark, Maryland
Contact: pgsuplee@gmail.com; 443-880-1986
Category: F3, KC

March 7, 2018
NACUFS Southern Region
Site: Embassy Suites, Denton, Texas
Contact: dewey.mcmurrey@ttu.edu; 806-834-4432;
http://www.nacufs.org/recognition-culinary-challenge/rules/
Category: W

March 8-16, 2018
Old Dominion ACF Chapter
Site: Fort Lee, Fort Lee, Virginia
Category: joseph.a.wisniewski.mil@mail.mil; 804-734-3274;
https://www.facebook.com/Army.Culinary/
Category: A1-6, B1-4, C1-5, D1-2, F4-5, KC, KP1-2, W, SK1-4, SK9, SP1-2

March 12-14, 2018
ACF Chefs of Milwaukee
Site: Wisconsin Center, Milwaukee
Contact: yaderaye@yahoo.com; 757-581-7068; http://acfmilwaukee.com
Categories: A1-6, B1-4, C1-5, D1-4, KC, SK1-9

March 20, 2018
NACUFS Continental Region
Site: Hilton Salt Lake City Center, Salt Lake City
Contact: peter.hodgson@food.utah.edu; 801-587-0853;
http://www.nacufs.org/recognition-culinary-challenge/rules/
Category: W

March 26-27, 2018
ACF Middle Tennessee Chapter
Site: The Art Institute of Tennessee, Nashville, Tennessee
Contact: celandria@tds.net; (615) 0714-8083; http://www.nashvillechefs.org
Category: A1-6, B1-4, C1-5, D1-4, F1-2, KP1-2, SA-D, SP1-2

March 27, 2018
NACUFS Midwest Region
Site: University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
Contact: michael.d.graham@uiowa.edu; 319-353-2810;
http://www.nacufs.org/recognition-culinary-challenge/rules/
Category: W

March 28, 2018
Texas Chefs Association
Site: Fort Worth Convention Center, Fort Worth, Texas
Contact: pdmitchell@benekeith.com; 972-877-9459
Category: C1-5, D1-4, KC

April 4, 2018
NACUFS Mid-Atlantic Region
Site: Hilton Doubletree, Binghamton, New York
Contact: ksolt@dining.rutgers.edu; 856-225-2935;
http://www.nacufs.org/recognition-culinary-challenge/rules/
Category: W

April 4, 2018

New directions for 2018
As part of its strategic plan for sound fiscal management, ACF
has reviewed operational expenses to identify opportunities
to reduce expenses while continuing to support programs to
benefit its members. New directions include an adjustment in
the issue schedule for The National Culinary Review (NCR).
With monthly issues in January, February, March and April, NCR
will be published bimonthly for the remainder of 2018 (for a
total of eight issues) and will be published quarterly in 2019.
By coordinating NCR and Sizzle content, ACF will ensure that
members receive timely trend and news updates.

NACUFS Northeast Region
Site: Hilton Doubletree, Binghamton, New York
Contact: nealplaz@buffalo.edu; 716-645-2521;
http://www.nacufs.org/recognition-culinary-challenge/rules/
Category: W

April 7, 2018
ACF Long Island Chapter
Site: Monroe College, New Rochelle, New York
Contact: competitions@LIchefs.com; 631-805-8161; http://www.LIchefs.com
Category: A1-6, B1-4, C1-5, D1-4, KC, KP1-2, KG, SA-D, SK1-9, SP1-2

April 9, 2018
ACF Treasure Coast Chapter
Site: Indian River State College, Vero Beach, Florida
Contact: wsolomon@irsc.edu; 772-226-2528
Category: D1, HD, SK1-2, SK7
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2018 American Academy of Chefs Candidates for Induction
Northeast
Robert D. Ellinger, CEPC
ACF Long Island Chapter
Sponsored by: Christopher Neary,
CEC, CCA, AAC; Stephen A. Bello,
CEC, CCA, AAC
Richard M. Hoffman, CEC, CCA
ACF Greater Baltimore Chapter
Sponsored by: Elena M. Clement,
CEPC, AAC; Jan Bandula, CMPC,
CCE, AAC
John J. Matwijkow, CCE
ACF of Greater Buffalo New York
Sponsored by: Scott E. Steiner,
CCE, AAC; Jacqueline Bamrick,
CEC, AAC
Eric P. Pellizzari, CEC, CCE
ACF Long Island Chapter
Sponsored by: Frank C.
Costantino, Ed.D., CEC, CCE,
CCA, AAC; Gerard M. Molloy,
CEPC, AAC

Southeast
Travis L. Dale, CEC
ACF National Member

Sponsored by: Mark H. Brown,
CEC, CCA, AAC; Alan L. Romano,
CEC, CCE, AAC
Robert J. Patton, CEC, CCA
ACF Coastal Virginia Chapter
Sponsored by: Garry W. Waldie,
CEC, CEPC, CCE, AAC; Philip G.
Pinkney, CEC, CCE, AAC
Stephen P. Perkins, CEC
ACF Virginia Chefs Association
Sponsored by: Hans J. Schadler,
CEC, AAC; Rolf Herion, CEPC, AAC
Ted M. Polfelt, CEC, CCA
ACF Southwestern Virginia
Chapter
Sponsored by: Denny Trantham,
CEC, CCA, AAC, MBA; Keith E.
Gardiner, CEC, CCE, CCA, AAC
John C. Schopp, CEC, CEPC, CCE, CCA
ACF Southwestern Virginia
Chapter
Sponsored by: David S. Bearl,
CCC, CCE, AAC; Stafford T.
DeCambra, CEC, CCE, CCA, AAC
Shayne M. Taylor, CEC, CCA

ACF Triad Chapter, Inc.
Sponsored by: Bruce R.
Christensen, CEC, CCA, AAC;
Ronald L. Andrews, CEC, AAC

Sponsored by: Mark E. Webster,
CEC, CCE, AAC; Jim M. Tinkham,
CEC, AAC

Central

Kent L. Andersen, CEC, CCA, MBA
ACF Beehive Chefs Chapter, Inc.
Sponsored by: Paul O’Toole,
CEC, AAC; James R. Taylor, CEC,
AAC, MBA

Western

Robert J. Colosimo, CEC, CCA
Chefs de Cuisine Association of
St. Louis, Inc.
Sponsored by: John Bogacki,
CEC, CCE, AAC; Robert Hertel,
CEC, CCE, AAC
Andrew C. Eggert, CEC
ACF Greater Grand Rapids Chefs
Association
Sponsored by: Timothy L. England,
CEC, AAC; Thomas J. Macrina,
CEC, CCA, AAC
Craig T. Meyer, CEC
Texas Chefs Association
Sponsored by: Aidan P. Murphy,
CMC, AAC; Christopher A. Desens,
CEC, CCA, AAC
Todd Walline, CEC, CCA
ACF Greater Kansas City Chefs
Association

Eric D. Ernest, CEC, CCA
ACF Chefs de Cuisine Association
of California
Sponsored by: Louis Venezia, CEC,
AAC, HOF; Robert W. Phillips,
CEC, CCA, AAC
Peter B. Sproul, CEC
ACF Beehive Chefs Chapter, Inc.
Sponsored by: Mark R. Spelman, CEC,
AAC; Peter J. Hodgson, CEC, AAC
Robert L. Witte, CEC, CCA
ACF New Mexico Chapter
Sponsored by: Mark Cochran, CEC,
CCA, AAC; Geni Thomas, CEPC,
CEC, CCE, AAC
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2018 ChefConnect newport beach

ChefConnect: Newport Beach
March 18-20 | Newport Beach Marriott Hotel & Spa

Explore the possibility
of applying this to the
evolution of Native
American foods through
cooking techniques and
applying these practices
to modern life.

Presented by: Matthew Schellig, CEC, CCE,
CCA, associate director of culinary arts, Dorsey
Culinary Academy, Pontiac, Michigan; and
Kurt Kwiatkowski, CEC, CCA, corporate chef,
Michigan State University— Culinary Services,
East Lansing, Michigan
Separate registration is required and class size is
limited (members $150, nonmembers, $175).

Morning Stretch with Eric
The Trainer
Monday, March 19, 6-7 a.m. (meet in the Rose
Garden at 5:55 a.m.)
Start the day off on the right foot by joining Eric
the Trainer to get your body moving. All levels
of fitness are encouraged to attend this morning
stretch. Gain valuable tools for your overall
health and well-being as you energize your body
and spirit. Be inspired, along with your fellow
chefs, to undergo a total body transformation.
Presented by: Eric Fleishman, owner, Eric
the Trainer, Los Angeles

Opening General Session: The
Evolution of Indigenous Food
Systems of North America
Research over the past several years has
uncovered the foundations of indigenous food
systems. Look at regional differences and
diversity of foods throughout North America.
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Explore the endocannabinoid system and how
cannabis interacts with it. Learn the importance of
dosage and discuss the philosophy of micro-dosing.
Presented by: Chris Sayegh, owner, The Herbal
Chef LLC, Los Angeles

Presented by: Sean
Sherman, owner/
founder/chef,
The Sioux Chef,
Minneapolis

Hands-on Workshop:
Offal Cookery
During this lecture and hands-on skill development
course, participants will work on proper cooking,
execution and plating styles of common offal
mystery basket items, including tongue, kidney,
trotter, liver and sweetbreads. This course will also
offer competition tips for F category success.

The Endocannabinoid System

ACF MarketConnect
Break: Cutting Edge VegInnovations in Produce
Sponsor Demo Presentation:
Mann Packing Company

Known for introducing new types of
vegetables to the mainstream American
plate (Broccolini®, sugar snap peas) Mann
Packing has a 78-year history of being at
the cutting edge of how produce is grown,
packed and eaten. In today’s increasingly
veg-centric culinary environment, explore
the latest trends in the world of vegetables,
as well as sample a brand-new brassica.
Presented by: Loree Dowse and Aaron
Sears, chef, Mann Packing Co., Inc.,
Salinas, California

General Session 2:
Sustainability, the Third Eye
Create a healthier
environment by
reducing negative
human impact.
Showcase a
holistic approach
to endure a secure
footprint for the
future. Highlight
methods adopted
at Graffiti Earth
and the University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, to create zero waste
by repurposing.
Presented by: Jehangir Mehta, chef/owner,
Graffiti Earth, Me and You, New York
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Beekeeping for the Executive
Chef 2.0
Whether you are currently keeping bees or
are exploring the possibility, you will learn
the key practices to sustaining a bee colony
at your restaurant. Dive into the essentials of
beekeeping, including equipment, as well the
positive effects of increasing production from
your culinary garden. Explore a range of topics,
from the feeding and health treatments for
your colony in a non-honey-flow season to best
practices and maintaining a strong colony.
Presented by: James Arthur Wessman, CEC,
owner, Bottom Stung Beekeepers, Orlando, Florida

Cheers to Beef: Adding Value
with Alcohol Accents
Sponsored by: Western Region State Beef
Councils/The Beef Checkoff

Preparations with beverage alcohol bring
interest and sophistication to beef dishes.
Join Beef. It’s What’s For Dinner and explore
hot menu trends featuring beef and alcohol
accents. Learn how alcohol can complement
beef during cooking to infuse flavor or be
incorporated into a sauce as the perfect finish
to a dish. Sample the unique flavors created
through alcohol-infused beef recipes and gather
ideas for adding value to menus with beef
dishes customers are sure to love.
Presented by: Dave Zino, executive chef,
National Cattlemen’s Beef Association,
Centennial, Colorado

Cook. Craft. Create. acf national convetion & show

Cook.Craft.Create. ACF National Convention & Show
July 15-19 | Hyatt Regency New Orleans

Opening General
Session
Possibilities:
The Life of a
Chef
From humble
beginnings in a
trapper’s cabin in
rural St. James
Parish, Louisiana,
John Folse has
emerged as one of
the nation’s leading
culinary entrepreneurs. He has taken his
famous “Taste of Louisiana” around the world,
from London to Hong Kong and from Moscow
to the Vatican. This Cajun man’s journey, from
harvesting food from Louisiana’s swamp floor
pantry to serving five U.S. presidents as well as
Pope John Paul II, will not only be informative,
but entertaining, as well.
Presented by: John Folse, CEC, AAC, HOF,
HBOT, CEO/owner/executive chef, Chef John
Folse & Company, Gonzales, Louisiana

Modern Filipino Sisig
Learn about this
amazing dish made
from pig’s head,
pig’s liver and sour
vinegar. Sisig was
first mentioned in a
dictionary in the 17th
century. This modern
version is a wonderful
and cost-effective
way to wow guests and provide an amazing
experience.
Presented by: Eric Ernest, CEC, CCA, executive
chef, USC Hospitality, Los Angeles

Main Stage
Tall Tales from America’s
Fisheries: Learning to Sell
the Stories of America’s
Healthiest Proteins
The popularity of seafood is increasing as
consumers and chefs better understand its

healthful properties
and delicious diversity.
But seafood is one of
the most complicated
ingredients when
strategizing sourcing.
How do chefs navigate
the murky waters
of such issues as
underutilized species,
local/regional sourcing
and sustainability?
Learn proven-effective culinary and story-selling
methods to drive sales and take advantage of
the creative opportunity to expand the menu
presence of healthy seafood.
Presented by: Barton Seaver, chef/author/
National Geographic fellow, For Cod and
Country, South Freeport, Maine

Three Steps to Exceed Unique
Consumer Tastes Safely
The Internet of Things is connecting our world
today. A click connects us with countries
around the world providing various viewpoints
on cultural and generational preferences.
Foodservice is in a unique position to introduce
new food concepts, changing menus quickly to
meet consumer demands. Learn three steps to
source, evaluate and monitor suppliers around
the world so you can deliver unique experiences
with minimal health risks.
Presented by: William Weichelt, director,
ServeSafe, National Restaurant
Association, Chicago

Jazzed Up Tarts
How to elevate the humble tart? Discover
recipes and techniques that will take your
desserts to the next level. Learn innovative ways
to incorporate new skills, variations and flavors
to create tarts that will excite the senses.
Presented by: R. Andrew Chlebana, II, CEPC,
professor of culinary arts/pastry chef, Joliet
Junior College, Joliet, Illinois

ACF Demo Stage:
Leading, The Next Generation
Our industry and our teams are in a state of
disconnection. The fact is, this is the best time
in history to hire, inspire and lead the most
educated, connected and unbound generation

of culinarians and service
professionals. Explore
the nurturing of the
next generation from
recruiting to succession.
Presented by: Gerald Ford,
CMC, senior sous chef,
The Everglades Club,
Palm Beach, Florida

ACF Demo Stage:
The Art of Chocolate
Learn how to put
together a small showstopping showpiece and
how to hand-roll truffles.
Presented by: Jacquelyn
Lopez, executive pastry
chef, Royal Sonesta,
New Orleans

Dock to Pot: How to Use Your
Entire Catch, Head to Tail
Redfish court-bouillon is a classic Louisiana
dish. Explore how to incorporate the redfish from
head to tail. Learn how to properly clean the
fish and make the sauce, cornbread croutons
and popcorn rice. Discover the different ways in
which these techniques can be used and how
they are beneficial to your restaurant.
Presented by: Austin Egan, sous chef, Ralph
Brennan Restaurant Group, New Orleans

The Modern American Tale
Discover the many
different cooking
techniques that
go into creating
Squid Ink & Lobster
Ravioli with Lobster
Reduction & Lemon
Air, a visually stunning
dish. It begins with
incorporating squid
ink into freshly made
pasta and creating the filling after breaking
down a fresh lobster.
Presented by: Shaun O’Neale, chef/CEO, Shaun
O’Neale Group LLC, Las Vegas, and winner of
MasterChef Season 7
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hot products

snack cheese
Emmi Roth has introduced a new snack
cheese from its Roth® brand available in three
varieties: Creamy Cheddar, Creamy Gouda and
Creamy Whole Milk Mozzarella. Available in
6- and 10-count bags, each 0.75 oz. round
portion is crafted from fresh, rBST-free milk,
free of preservatives, only 70 calories, naturally
gluten-free and 5 grams of protein. For more
information, visit rothcheese.com/snacks.

toasters and ovens
The Vollrath Company, LLC, announces the
launch of a full line of conveyor toasters and
ovens: conveyor toasters, conveyor pizza ovens,
conveyor sandwich ovens, cheese melters/
finishing ovens and contact toaster. Operatorfriendly with a durable compact design, the
products are manufactured to UL and NSF
standards. Variable speed controls achieve
desired doneness and allow for real-time
adjustments. A maintenance-free drive system
features a stainless-steel drive chain. For more
information, visit vollrath.com/toast.
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avocado

horseradish

The 2018 avocado season has avocado
availability February through September, with
peak volume expected May through July. The
wide-ranging versatility of the California avocado
includes its role in condiments, such as roasted
sweet potato wedges with avocado chimichurri,
deep-fried in tempura avocado with crab salad,
and in hot sandwiches such as bacon, arugula,
avocado and tomato panini. For more information,
visit CaliforniaAvocado.com/Foodservice.

tots

Beaver Brand™ Extra Hot Horseradish from
Beaverton Foods, Inc. comes in two retail
sizes: 4 oz. and 8.5 oz. Foodservices sizes are
available for restaurants and other institutional
uses. Beaverton Foods offers a variety of
gourmet sauces, garlic, spices and other
specialty condiments packaged under Beaver,
Inglehoffer, Napa Valley, Tulelake, Pacific
Farms and Charlie’s Salsa. Beaver Brand™
Extra Hot Horseradish is the recipient of a
ChefsBest® 2018 Award of Excellence. For more
information, call 503.646.8138 or visit
www.beavertonfoods.com.

ice maker

New McCain Seasoned Tots combine nostalgic
appeal with popular flavors such as sea salt,
black pepper, ranch and buffalo. To increase
check averages and maximize profit potential,
offer tots as a premium side or featured
appetizer, such as buffalo tots and sprouts or
rosemary/Parmesan tots. Try McCain Seasoned
Tots before June 30, 2018, and save up to
$100 with a limited-time rebate offer (terms
and conditions apply). For more information,
visit www.mccainusafoodservice.com.
®
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Get the ice you need with Scotsman’s
new Essential™ Nugget and Essential™
Flaker, ideally suited for use in healthcare,
foodservice and school applications.
Maintenance-free bearings; stainless-steel
evaporator; 3-year parts/labor warranty and
5-year parts warranty on compressor; optional
floor mount kit lowers height to 33.5 inches;
24 inches wide; meets new U.S. federal
energy efficiency requirements. For more
information, visit www.Scotsman-Ice.com.
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Sizzle is the American Culinary Federation’s award-winning
quarterly publication dedicated to culinary students,
educators and enthusiasts.
Get the latest information from leading chefs on classical
techniques, modern trends and more.
Download the free app for instant access or subscribe
to get Sizzle in your inbox.
www.acfchefs.org/sizzle
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perfection requires

A L I T T L E C O N C E N T R AT I O N

Filled with the savory tastes of roasted vegetables, sautéed onions and select
herbs, Minor’s ® Flavor Concentrates add rich, distinct flavor to your soups, sauces
and sandwiches. Choose from a variety of Classic or Latin blends, then stir into
your hot or cold recipes to easily elevate flavor without the added step of cooking.
Flavor Integrity | Versatility | Ease & Consistency

To request your FREE SAMPLE or learn more about
Minor’s Flavor Concentrates, visit flavormeansbusiness.com
or call a Minor’s Chef at 800.243.8822.

All trademarks are owned by Société des Produits Nestlé S.A., Vevey, Switzerland.
Open to Foodservice Operators in the 50 US & DC, 18+ (19+ in AL/NE). While supplies last or 12/31/18. Subject to Terms: flavormeansbusiness.com. Void where prohibited. Sponsor: NESTLE USA, Inc.

